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Introduction

Today’s non-performing loan (NPL) market has its roots in the 

US savings and loan crisis of the late 1980s, when investors 

bought portfolios of NPLs from the federal Resolution Trust 

Corporation. Following the collapse of Japan’s bubble economy 

in the early 1990s, investors began buying NPLs from Japanese 

banks, and in the aftermath of the Asian financial crisis in the 

late 1990s, they began buying NPLs throughout Asia. More 

recently, investors have been focusing on Europe, the subject of 

our report. Europe began to attract significant investor interest 

in 2003 when German banks became increasingly focused on 

cleaning up their balance sheets. 

In contrast with the often slow pace of NPL transactions in the 

past, investing in NPLs today is a fast-paced business. NPL 

markets can develop and mature quickly, with prices typically 

rising as the competition rushes in and then moderating as 

some investors inevitably move on. While NPL investors favor 

secured loans, preferably collateralized by real estate, they will 

pursue nearly anything that is distressed, as long as they can 

generate a profit on their resolution of the loans.

To sellers, sales of NPLs represent a chance to efficiently 

dispose of bad assets that otherwise would continue to 

deteriorate in value and drag down earnings (from charges for 

write-downs of NPL portfolios). Astute banks have seized the 

opportunity to sell, thereby removing the distraction, costs, and 

corrosive impact of NPLs to the financial institution.

Although the term NPL has been used for some time now, 

there is no universal definition of a non-performing loan.  

Generally, NPLs are those loans commonly classified as 

substandard, doubtful, or loss, but not all countries follow 

the internationally accepted five category rating system (the 

other two categories being normal and watch).  Further, not 

all countries track their financial systems’ exposure to NPLs. 

This report takes the practical approach to what is an NPL. 

If the financial institution calls it an NPL and the investors 

believe it is an NPL, then it is an NPL. However, determining 

a country’s aggregate NPL exposure brings its own challenges 

because of differing definitions and financial system reporting 

requirements. Furthermore, while many countries report 

aggregate NPL exposure, some do not. Nonetheless, based on 

available information, primarily from central banks’ websites 

and published news reports, we have compiled estimates of 

NPLs in each of the markets covered in this report.

Finally, there has been little direct impact of the global credit 

crisis as a result of the subprime fall out on the size and activity 

level of the European NPL market. This is because subprime 

loans and NPLs represent two separate, albeit distressed, 

markets created from differing root causes. Some European 

banks have experienced recent financial difficulties because 

they hold subprime related financial instruments that have 

plunged in value rather than as a result of an abundance of 

non-performing loans. While there is the potential for a trickle 

down effect from subprime delinquencies to the broader 

mortgage markets due to strains on the economy as a result of 

the Subprime-inspired credit crisis, this has yet to happen to the 

countries covered in this report.

The pages that follow provide a detailed analysis of each 

European NPL market that does today or may in the near future 

provide opportunities for international investors. Perhaps one 

notable exception is the UK, which is not covered by this 

report. Like other countries, the UK financial system has been 

negatively impacted by the subprime crisis. However, there has 

been no NPL activity to speak of in the UK in recent years. At 

the time of publication of this report it was too early to assess 

if the subprime contagion will result in a deterioration of the 

commercial and residential mortgage market, which in turn 

could result in a wave of NPLs.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Key Insights 
Investor pricing for NPLs is trending downward as a direct result of the 
global credit crunch; leverage has been reduced and financing is more 
expensive. 

Portfolio quality in certain markets has been increasing as sellers take 
advantage of investor appetite by including sub-performing and even 
performing loans in portfolios being sold.  

The successful sellers recognize that quality information and an efficient 
sales process is the best way to maximize sale proceeds. 

There is no shortage of investor capital. 

Servicing has emerged as a critical success factor for investors. With the 
global reach many investors now have, establishing top-quality cross-
border servicing continues to be a challenge. 

The pace of transactions in Germany, once the hottest global NPL market, 
slowed dramatically in 2007 but this benefited emerging countries as 
investors turned their attention elsewhere in an effort to deploy their 
capital. 

Mega-transactions still come to market, but general market slowness in 
2007 drove investors to compete for decreasing portfolio sizes, creating 
greater competition in the sub €25 million transaction size than existed 
just a year ago. 

NPL investing continues to be dominated by international investors. Their 
resources, capital, cross-border capability, and economies of scale make it 
hard for smaller investors to compete. As transaction sizes come down, 
however, local investors are emerging as competition in certain markets. 
Yet as more international investors focus on smaller portfolios, local 
investors may start to be squeezed out. 

Certain real estate markets appear to have passed their cycle peaks, 
which should have an impact on the supply side of NPL markets, as falling 
real estate prices will result in higher NPL ratios. 

Financial institutions are increasingly recognizing NPLs sales as an 
important and efficient strategy in reducing its problem loans. For those 
institutions with adequate reserves, selling NPLs has become an active 
tool in the risk management process. 

Secondary transactions (sales of NPLs previously purchased by investors) 
are becoming more prevalent as investors take the opportunity to refine 
their existing portfolios, particularly in more mature markets such as 
Germany.   

While NPL investors tend to prefer secured loans, this past year has seen a 
variety of unsecured portfolios that have generated interest, a possible 
result of the slowing German market. 

 Czech Republic Germany Italy Poland Portugal Spain Turkey
Performing 0% 10% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Sub-performing 0% 30% 0% 0% 0% 30% 0%
Non-performing 100% 60% 100% 100% 100% 70% 100%
        
Secured 10% 90% 70% 30% 80% 40% n/a
Unsecured 90% 10% 30% 70% 20% 60% n/a
        
Residential Real Estate 5% 40% n/a 10% 70% 75% n/a
Commercial Real Estate 35% 50% n/a 40% 10% 5% n/a
Corporate 60% 10% n/a 50% 20% 20% n/a
        
Restructured        
Foreclosure        
Discounted Payoff        
Open Market Sale        
Refinance        

     5%-10% 5% unsecured 
     unsecured 50%-70% secured NPL 
Average Price Range 15%-25% 45%-70% n/a 5%-25% 30%-70% secured 85%-95% SPL 10%-25%
Primary Transaction Structure (Cash, Join Venture, Other) Cash Cash Cash Cash Cash Cash JV/Cash
Time to Close (from Signing Contract) 3-4 Months 1 Month n/a 1 Month 3-4 Months 1 Month 3-6 Months
Investor Recovery Expectation 1-4 Years 1-3 Years n/a 1-3 Years 3-5 Years 1-3 Years 1-5 Years
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Non-Performing Loan Portfolio Transactions
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Germany Italy

Russia Turkey

Poland Portugal

The German NPL market slowed to a crawl in 2007 after a hurried 
pace from late 2003 to 2006. Investors’ interest is still strong and 
few believe the NPL problem is past. With banking consolidation 
likely in 2008, NPL transaction volume is expected to pick up.

Italy was one of the first European countries to acknowledge its 
NPL problem and in 1999 created a securitization law that drove 
early transactions. Activity turned quiet after 2001 but turned 
up dramatically in 2005 and has stayed strong during 2007. The 
ongoing consolidation process in the banking sector as well as 
regulatory requirements (IFRS and Basel II) should also have a 
positive influence on NPL market activity in 2008 and beyond.

Banking reforms implemented in response to Russia’s banking 
crisis in 1998 have strengthened the banking system through 
aggressive measures to improve supervision, reporting, and 
risk exposure. Growth in banking assets since 2002 has been 
impressive and today supports a reinvigorated economy. While 
seemingly not a current issue, NPL exposure could increase as a 
by-product of the notable loan growth.

Turkey has the potential to be an attractive market for NPL buyers. 
There have been limited transactions to date, but transactions 
are in the pipeline for the first half of 2008. Key for investors will 
be the depth of the market as they weigh other opportunities in 
Europe against the potential pipeline in Turkey.

Poland has seen considerable improvement in the NPL ratio since 
2003 when NPLs to gross loans was nearly 22%, due in part to 
sales, write-offs, and an improving economy. Yet significant NPLs 
remain. Recent changes in the legal framework should have a 
positive impact on the NPL market, setting the stage for increased 
activity in 2008.

Portugal has attracted the attention of international NPL investors 
as a result of transactions occurring with some regularity during 
2006 and 2007, turning Portugal into a sustainable, but small NPL 
market. Sellers appear to be motivated by active risk management 
and effective workout management rather than by an unrestrained 
build-up of bad loans. Yet transactions are expected to continue 
in 2008, with economic growth and improvement in the real estate 
market influencing activity levels for 2009 and beyond.

Spain Austria

Spain’s once thriving economy has moderated and falling home 
prices have caused some to believe that Spain, the world’s eighth 
largest economy, will replace Germany as Europe’s most active 
NPL market. Limited transactions have occurred to date, and while 
there is some debate about the prospects of Spain’s NPL market, 
the pace is nonetheless expected to accelerate in 2008. 

Austria’s first NPL transaction took place in the fourth quarter 
2007. It is expected that other banks will follow suit, although no 
announcements have been made to date. Strong investor interest 
will hinge on their assessment of the depth of the market. However, 
Austria’s proximity to the large German and Italian NPL markets 
could mitigate that unknown.

Czech Republic

Up to the end of 2007, NPLs have only been sold by the government-
sponsored entities, Consolidation Bank and its legal successor, 
Czech Consolidation Agency. Well-known international investors as 
well as local investors purchased portfolios resulting from this pre-
privatization clean-up. Given the past experience of the investors 
in this market, and with NPLs estimated at 4% of total loans still on 
the books of Czech financial institutions, banks are expected to take 
advantage of the opportunity to dispose of their NPLs.

Greece

Investors have been hoping for NPL transactions in Greece for the 
past few years but have been disappointed. NPLs, particularly in 
the household loan sector, exist, so it may only be a matter of time. 
At least two of Greece’s large banks are thought to be considering 
transactions, which, if true, may be the stimulus necessary to set 
the market in motion. 
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Germany

Between late 2003 and 2006, the German NPL market was the most active 

in the world. More banks were selling, more investors were buying, 

transactions sizes were the largest, and the pipeline was viewed as strong. 

Contrary to most expectations, market activity dropped dramatically in 

2007, leading investors to wonder where the market is now heading. Factor 

in the impact of the subprime loan and credit markets turmoil, and today’s 

German NPL market looks much different than it did just 12 months ago.

During 2006, the common sentiment was that the German NPL market was finally 

living up to its potential. Based on information complied by Ernst & Young, in 

the prior 36 months, no fewer than 12 experienced international NPL investors 

established offices in Germany and participated in German NPL transactions or were 

looking for investment opportunities. Through  

30 September 2007, international investors have pursued at least 61 transactions with 

a total sales volume of approximately 43 billion in face value. 

Unlike the slowdown in its NPL market, Germany’s economy finally showed healthy 

growth in 2006.  Since hitting a low of - 0.2% in 2003, Germany’s GDP growth 

recovered slowly and notched up a respectable 3.1 % for 2006 and 2.6% for 2007. 

The German economy is expected to remain steady over the next couple of years. 

Banking Environment

While banking consolidation proceeds all around, Germany has yet to make 

much progress toward creating a more efficient and competitive banking system. 

Germany is still over-banked compared to its European neighbors, with over 2,000 

banks serving Germany’s 83 million people. While the system remains Europe’s 

largest, with total assets of 7.4 trillion (30 June 2007), it is still quite fragmented. 

Germany’s largest banks (Deutsche Bank; Dresdner Bank; HVB Group, which was 

purchased by Italy’s Unicredito in late 2005; Commerzbank; and Deutsche Postbank) 

have total assets of approximately 1.4 trillion. This represents only about 19% 

of total banking assets. Despite the wave of recent or planned international bank 

mergers, and while limited bank mergers, most notable being LBBW’s takeover of 

Sachsen LB and IKB’s pending sale due to subprime mortgage investments gone 

bad, are beginning to take hold in Germany, large-scale consolidation of Germany’s 

banking sector has yet to materialize. Nonetheless, it is still viewed as inevitable, 

even as larger banks struggle to remain independent. 
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Historically, German banks have provided specialized services 

that meet the particular needs and requirements of private 

citizens or public local, state, and federal institutions. This 

contrasts with the one-stop-shopping model of some other 

countries in which national or super-regional banks provide a 

range of services to a variety of banking customers. Germany’s 

“niche” model has led to the development of the following 

banking sectors:

Commercial banks

Landesbanks (regional state banks) 

Sparkassen (savings banks)

Regional banks

Credit cooperatives

Mortgage banks

Building and loan associations

Special-purpose banks

These sectors are generally grouped into what are known as 

the “three pillars:” private sector commercial banks, anchored 

by Germany’s big four banks (Deutsche Bank, Dresdner Bank, 

HVB Group, and Commerzbank); public-sector banks owned 

by a state or municipality or other institutions (Landesbanks, 

Sparkassen, and development banks); and the cooperative 

sector where ownership shares are mostly held by depositors 

and creditors (led by DZ Bank). While there has been some 

recent speculation that the time has come to revamp Germany’s 

banking sectors, there is little to suggest that these pillars will 

not continue to co-exist in the future. 
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Merger Activity

In 2005, Germany’s banking regulator, the Federal Financial 

Supervisory Authority (commonly known as BaFin), suggested 

that if German banks fail to take the lead in the consolidation 

process, foreign competitors certainly will be buying and 

consolidating German banks, thus fuelling expectations of 

merger activity in Germany’s banking sector. Nonetheless, 

only limited transactions have occurred. Five are noteworthy: 

Unicredito Italiano SpA’s takeover of HVB in late 2005 in 

the largest cross-border merger in Europe, which created the 

fourth largest bank in the Eurozone; Commerzbank’s purchase 

of the mortgage bank Eurohypo in 2006, which transformed 

Commerzbank into one of Europe’s biggest mortgage 

lenders and the second largest bank in Germany; Lone Star’s 

2006 take over of the troubled AHBR, one of Germany’s 

largest mortgage banks; and most recently, LBBW’s rushed, 

subprime-motivated takeover of Sachsen LB, and the German 

savings bank association’s (DSGV) purchase of Landesbank 

Berlin. Notwithstanding these last two deals, expectations are 

for consolidation within the Landesbank sector, and further 

subprime crisis-inspired mergers may well lead the broader 

banking industry to necessary consolidation.
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With consolidation comes the opportunity to rid the “new” 

bank of past troubles, including NPLs – and there is no 

shortage of global investors willing to assist consolidating 

banks in disposing of their impaired loans. Thus, consolidation 

often triggers increased NPL disposition activity, either just 

before or following a merger. True to form, prior to being 

acquired, HVB was busy resolving its NPL problems: first, by 

spinning off its real estate mortgage lending activities into a 

new entity (Hypo Real Estate); and second, by auctioning off 

in excess of 4.5 billion in NPLs and sub-performing loans in 

two transactions. Commerzbank established significant loans 

loss reserves in 2004 helping in part to pave the way for its 

Eurohypo deal. It is generally expected by market analysts that 

there will be more consolidation to come.

Regulatory System

The German banking regulatory environment has its roots in 

legislation passed in 1931 that created a uniform system of 

state supervision covering all banks and led to the adoption of 

the Banking Act in 1934. The post-World War II era brought 

decentralization to Germany’s banking supervision, pushing 

regulatory powers to Germany’s individual states, consistent 

with the restructuring of Germany’s political system. Over 

the years a variety of amendments to the Banking Act finally 

resulted in the creation in April 2002 of the Federal Financial 

Supervisory Authority, commonly known as BaFin, which 

now stands as the single federal regulator supervising banks, 

financial services institutions, and insurance companies.

Germany’s central bank, known as the Bundesbank, plays a 

key role in the functioning of the nation’s banking system. It 

was established in 1957 to preserve the value of the German 

currency and support the government’s economic policies. The 

Bundesbank is widely recognized as one of the world’s most 

respected and politically autonomous central banks and a key 

contributor to the economic and political stability of Germany 

and Europe. It is an integral part of the European System of 

Central Banks (ESCB) and the euro system, and works with 

BaFin to monitor and supervise Germany’s banking system. 

As the central bank, it is responsible for financing, clearing, 

and collection, and also functions as lender of last resort and 

keeper of the country’s monetary reserves.

NPL Market

While much has been written about the size of Germany’s NPL 

market, the government has not officially defined an NPL – in 

fact, BaFin has not publicly acknowledged the NPL problem, 

at least not in any direct way. But German banks generally 

take a broad view of what defines an NPL by including sub-

performing loans (past due, but sporadic payments are being 

made) whereas a narrower, by-the-book definition would 

typically be that an NPL is defined by contractual payments 

that are in arrears by more than 90 days. 

Our initial estimate in our 2004 report estimated the magnitude 

of Germany’s NPL problem at 300 billion while other 

estimates have the figure at around 160 billion. Because the 

German central bank does not publish NPL statistics (partly 

due to the lack of definition), the size of the market can not 

readily be determined. But one thing is certain: Even given the 

significant NPL sales activity in recent years, the market is big 

enough to continue to keep investors busy for the next 18 to 24 

months, possibly even longer. And busy they have been. With 

at least 62 transactions having come to market since the fall of 

2003, Germany has been the most active market in the world. 

To attract global investment, German banks have put together a 

mix of NPLs, as well as sub-performing loans and performing 

loans (the latter are often referred to as “non-core assets”). A 

tried and true legal system, clear protocols for resolving bad 

loans, a preference (so far) toward loans secured by real estate, 

an upturn in the economic fortunes of the country, and a rise 

in Germany’s real estate values have all contributed to strong 

investor interest. 
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in real estate prices, and perhaps a slowdown in NPL activity 

was inevitable. The fact remains, however, that significant 

NPLs remain in the financial system, and investors still have 

a big appetite. All that it will seemingly take is for the bid/ask 

spread to narrow for Germany’s NPL market to pick up once 

again.

 

To date, key attributes of the German NPL market include the 

following:

Transaction format. Most transactions reported to date 

have continued to follow the invitation-only, sealed-bid (or in 

some cases electronic) auction format in which sellers invite 

bids from investors who meet certain qualification criteria 

and who have an expressed interest in the type of loans in 

the portfolio. The seller provides relevant information on the 

borrowers, loan arrangements, collateral, and guarantor to each 

prospective investor and, after a period of due diligence, the 

investor submits a sealed bid in competition with a handful 

of other investors. These auctions have generally gone well, 

are considered efficient for both buyers and sellers, are 

internationally accepted, and, if properly structured, provide 

a heightened level of competition to help assure the selling 

This has not always been the case. In new NPL markets like 

Germany in 2003, global investors have tended to be viewed 

as opportunists that, because of their international experience 

and keen pricing knowledge, have the advantage in NPL 

transactions. One leading German politician went so far as to 

describe international investors as “locusts” descending upon 

Germany. But attitudes, and more importantly circumstances, 

have changed in Germany. With a sale of a 500 million 

portfolio by HRE to Lone Star December of 2003, the NPL 

market started in earnest. Since then, approximately  

43 billion in face value of German NPLs, sub-performing 

and non-core assets have been sold to no fewer than 12 

investors. German bankers realized early on that an influx 

of international investors had created a seller’s market, but it 

might not last forever, and they should take advantage of the 

opportunity to dispose of NPLs while they could. Curiously, 

regulators have generally taken a hands-off approach, but 

banks nevertheless have seen a need to act because of the 

confluence of shareholder pressure, rating agency influence, 

the need to improve financial performance to stay competitive, 

looming international banking standards, and the simple 

recognition that bad debts were starting to pile up faster 

than the banks’ work-out departments could deal with them. 

If transaction volume is an indicator, German banks and 

international investors have learned to work together; bankers 

are more amenable about talking with the investors and 

bringing assets to the market, and investors are more willing to 

meet the price demands of sellers.

The German NPL market slowed considerably in 2007*, 

dropping from 21 transactions with a face value of 

approximately 14.4 billion in 2006 to five transactions with 

a face value of 6.5 billion in 2007. The pace set in 2005 and 

2006 could not be sustained. And while competitive pressures 

kept prices high through mid 2006, bank’s expectations in 

2007 perhaps conflicted with investors’ more conservative 

pricing calculations. Add to the mix the banks’ higher comfort 

level with keeping NPLs on their books, the long-awaited 

upturn in the German economy, coupled with the general rise 
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bank of achieving true market price for the portfolio. Recently, 

limited negotiated deals, where one or two investors have 

secured an exclusive right to negotiate with the seller, and 

exclusive arrangements between the seller and a single buyer, 

have occurred more frequently than in prior years. However, by 

their nature such deals are done quietly, so information about 

them is not readily available. And, in comparison to auctions, 

negotiated transactions tend to take longer to complete and 

there is a greater degree of uncertainty in completing a 

transaction. 

Deal sizes. Over the 42 months ended 30 June 2007 deal 

sizes were quite large on average, due in part to some mega-

deals. The largest was Hypo Real Estate (HRE) 3.6 billion 

portfolio sale. A total of six more transactions with portfolios 

of more than 2.0 billion also were completed, each was quite 

large by international measures. The trend, however, is toward 

smaller transaction sizes of 200 million to 500 million as 

transactions move from the very large banks to more regional 

institutions. Negotiated deals tend to be even smaller – typically 

less than 100 million.

Transaction structure. All but two of the transactions we 

have tracked have been outright cash sale transactions, where 

investors pay the full purchase price at closing in return for 

full ownership and control of the portfolio of loans. One 

twist is when German banking secrecy laws come into play. 

By law, German banks must notify a debtor and receive 

permission from that debtor to transfer the debtor’s loan to 

another institution. This requirement is waived if the bank 

has “terminated” the loan (due to the debtor’s not making any 

payments in the prior 90 days), thereby allowing the bank to 

pursue full collection of all principal, interest, and penalties. 

Once terminated, the generally accepted view is that the loan 

is not subject to the banking secrecy laws and can be sold 

outright. But if it cannot be terminated (which is the case for 

sub-performing and performing loans), the secrecy laws still 

apply, complicating the bank’s ability to transfer the loan to the 

investor. The bank can overcome this through proper transaction 

structuring (by the use of sub-participation agreements, for 

example), and buyers and sellers consider such transfers to be 

outright sale transactions.

The other two transactions that we have tracked have been 

structured as joint ventures, with the selling bank taking an 

interest with the investor in a newly created venture. (No 

publicly reported transactions have used a synthetic structure, 

due mainly to their complexity.)

Selling institutions. The German and international press 

have actively reported on Germany’s NPL transactions, and 

general information about many deals is relatively widespread. 

From October 2003, when the HRE transaction marked what 

is considered the opening of the NPL market in Germany, to 

September 2007, approximately 17 banks and one insurance 

company have sold portfolios of distressed loans. The 

most notable early sellers were Dresdner Bank (through its 

Institutional Restructure Unit), HRE, HypoVereinsbank (HVB), 

Eurohypo, DG HYP, Landesbank Berlin, and Aareal Bank 

with other regional banks, public sector banks, and cooperative 

banks also participating.

Investors. Few international investors have been left behind 

in the lively German NPL market. At least 12 investors have 

participated in one or more of the auctions and/or negotiated 

transactions. Most have experience acquiring impaired loans in 

other regions of the world, and some have invested heavily in 

pursuing transactions in Germany, including the establishment 

of servicing platforms or forming strategic relationships with 

existing servicers. Most loans sold at auction have gone to a 

single purchaser, although it is not uncommon for investors to 

pair up when pursuing particularly large transactions. Active 

participants have included, Cerberus, Citigroup, Credit Suisse, 

Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase, Lehman 

Brothers, Lone Star, Morgan Stanley, and Shinsei Bank. 
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Asset type. Transactions to date have been quite varied, with 

portfolios often including a mix of NPL, sub-performing, and 

performing loans. Within those categories, the favored loan 

type has been real estate collateralized loans, with corporate 

(unsecured) loans sometimes part of the mix. Real estate loans 

appeal to investors and sellers because they tend to be the 

easiest on which to perform due diligence and to price, and 

often result in the highest and most efficient resolution. These 

loans range from single-family, owner-occupied properties 

to income-producing commercial real estate to corporate 

premises. Borrowers are from all over Germany, although 

slightly more are in the former East German states. 

Price. Germany’s NPL market developed with surprising 

speed, considering that German regulators have not yet put 

much pressure on banks to sell assets. A key reason was 

price, the great equalizer. Until mid 2006, investors met the 

price expectations of sellers, and sellers provided investors 

with a steady flow of assets. The large deal sizes initially 

helped sellers to attract global investors, thereby fostering 

the competition that contributed to the early strong pricing. 

While the exact prices paid by investors are hard to determine, 

they have ranged from 20% of total claim to as much as 

75% of total claim, although 45% to 70% is more typical. 

As might be expected, sub-performing and performing loans 

command higher prices, while stale and worked-over assets 

go for less. Because price is a relative concept, it is difficult 

to compare prices across global regions. For various reasons, 

prices paid by investors in China tend to be lower than those 

paid by investors in Germany. But the common sentiment of 

investors in Germany is that the competitive environment is 

putting pressure on investor returns. Late 2006 and much of 

2007 brought relatively lower prices than earlier deals, which 

had a hand in slowing down the German market. Competition 

continues to be lively though, which suggests the market has 

plenty of room for continued transactions.

G E R M A N Y

Resolution strategies. In pricing NPL portfolios, investors 

typically consider a variety of resolution options. Common 

strategies include negotiating with the borrower for a 

discounted pay-off, restructuring the loan terms, initiating 

court action such as foreclosure, and working with the 

borrower to effect a sale of the collateral for forgiveness of the 

remaining indebtedness. In Germany, as in most markets, it is 

difficult to gauge the success of investors in working out their 

portfolios, in part because investors do not like to talk about 

such things. Anecdotal evidence suggests from the investors’ 

perspective, as one might expect, there are some winners and 

losers in achieving targeted returns. However the market is still 

quite competitive, albeit with limited new entrants, suggesting 

investor returns have at least been in the acceptable range.

Servicing. Perhaps the most overlooked but significant 

influence on investor returns is the loan servicer. It is the 

servicer who sets up the information technology infrastructure 

to provide accurate reporting to the investor. It is the servicer 

who must receive the assets transferred from the selling 

institution as quickly and as efficiently as possible. It is the 

servicer who must promptly initiate collection efforts once the 

transaction is closed. In short, in the German market, it is the 

servicer that can make the difference to whether the investor 

meets its return requirements, because the competitively 

driven, tight profit margins leave little room for inefficiencies 

and delays. 
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Outlook

Germany continues on its way to resolving its NPL difficulties, 

although significant problem loans remain. Whereas regulatory 

pressures have driven NPL disposition activity in many other 

countries, the flurry of activity in Germany since late 2003 has 

been driven mainly by market forces. 

While some investors are far more selective in pursuing 

opportunities or have decided to pull out of the market 

altogether, and while it is likely the large transactions 

that initially defined the market are mostly over, there are 

expectations that the market will move forward in matching 

buyers and sellers of NPLs as we look to 2008 and beyond. We 

expect to see the following trends in 2008 and later years:

Smaller and local investors. With deal sizes dropping, smaller 

and local investors can more easily participate, in some cases 

by venturing with established international investors. Equally 

likely, though, is that these smaller investors, including some 

without prior experience in German NPLs, will look for 

opportunities to invest on their own. 

Securitization. No NPL securitizations have taken place in 

Germany yet. But with Lone Star, Goldman Sachs, and Shinsei 

amassing significant portfolios, it is only a matter of time 

before we see Germany’s first NPL securitization.

Smaller deal sizes. As previously noted, the days of the mega-

auctions are likely over. This is partly because Germany’s 

biggest banks have dealt with the most troublesome parts of 

their loan portfolios, and partly because only a limited number 

of investors have the resources to pursue large transactions. 

Going forward, auction sizes will likely be in the 200 million 

to 500 million range, yet billion plus deal sizes will still exist 

in this market, with non-auction deal sizes often somewhat 

smaller.

Improvement in quality of portfolio information. Banks 

for the most part have come to recognize that there is a direct 

relationship between the quality of the information they 

provide to investors and the prices investors are willing to pay. 

Providing properly organized, timely, accurate, and complete 

information is the best way for sellers to stay competitive in 

the market, manage an efficient transaction process, and meet 

internal pricing expectations. 

Servicing. Many investors rushed into the German NPL 

market without establishing either a robust servicing platform 

or relationships with local servicers. Most have developed 

arrangements with local servicers by now, while some have 

built their own platforms. Nonetheless, servicing is a critical 

component influencing the success or not of the buyers’ 

investment. New entrants must move quickly to get their 

servicing arrangements up and running in time to absorb the 

portfolios they hope to purchase, while facing competition 

from existing investors in developing exclusive relationships 

with capable local servicers or acquiring such servicers. Those 

investors that have established servicing arrangements will 

likely have the advantage in the German NPL market heading 

into 2008. 
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Italy

Italy was one of the first European countries to acknowledge an NPL 

problem. In 1999 it created a law that laid the foundation for banks to 

securitize NPLs. Until 2001, securitizations of bad loans were especially 

popular since, according to the 1999 law, originators could spread any loss 

incurred by a securitization carried out before May 2001 over five years. 

However, overly complex structuring (i.e., synthetic transactions which failed 

to fully transfer risk off originators’ balance sheets) caused some deals to 

be downgraded by rating agencies, prompting regulators to force originators 

to put several deals back on their balance sheets and amend the banks’ 

disclosure policies to include all the risks retained and their financial 

implications. 

Nonetheless, the enactment of the 1999 law paved the way for resolving NPLs. 

Today, the Italian banking system continues its pursuit of resolving around 94 

billion in problem loans (i.e., past-due loans and overdraft ceilings that have been 

breached for more than 180 days, restructured loans and substandard positions, and 

bad debts, corresponding to the Basel II aggregate of positions in default). In terms 

of bad debts only, the aggregate amount is approximately 49 billion, while at the 

same date approximately 44 billion in NPLs (consumer lending, credit cards, 

factoring, and leasing) were held by other financial institutions.
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Since the end of 2006, there has been a slowdown in economic 

activity in Italy, partly on the back of the fall in exports, which 

were hit by the weaker growth in the euro area. Investments 

grew in line with GDP. Allowing for the slower build-up in 

stocks, the overall contribution of national demand to GDP 

growth was still fairly limited. Employment continues its 

positive trend despite a brief interruption in 2006, and the 

unemployment rate has since fallen to historically low levels 

(mainly in northern and central Italy). Price increases over 

the first nine months of 2007 lagged behind the trend rate of 

2% due to the slow growth in internal costs, low pressure on 

the demand side, and the strengthening of the euro. Firms’ 

borrowing needs (the difference between gross investment 

– including stocks – and self-financing) have been steady. 

Financial debt has continued to grow and is now equal to 

69% of GDP (up nearly 2% compared to December 2006). 

Consumer spending has so far remained strong, but there are 

increasing signs of a slowdown. While continuing to expand 

at a rapid pace, household debt slowed, partly due to higher 

short-term interest rates; bank loans for house purchases 

have slowed (to a 12-month rate of 9.5% in June 2007 against 

12.6% in December 2006) as has consumer credit (9.9% 

against 13%). The most recent data signal a slight acceleration 

in loans (9.8% in August); consumer credit, by contrast, 

declined once again. The cost of debt service (payment of 

interest and principal) rose to 7.3% of disposable income in 

the 12 months ending June 2007, almost half a point more than 

December 2006, partly due to interest rate rises in 2007.

Banking Environment

Italy’s banking industry includes limited company banks, 

regionally-based cooperative banks, banks serving families, 

communities and small businesses, as well as mutual banks, 

which are not-for-profit cooperative societies with a local 

focus, catering primarily to communities, families, and small 

and medium-sized enterprises. 

Italy’s central bank – the Bank of Italy (Banca d’Italia) 

– oversaw the consolidation of the banking industry, 

including the merger of smaller banking institutions 

with larger institutions. Despite its fragmentation, the 

Italian banking sector has been undergoing a process of 

concentration since the mid 1990s. Between 1995 and 2006, 

mergers and acquisitions have involved about 70% of the 

system’s total assets and the number of banks has reduced 

by approximately 18%, while the managers of the new 

banks created via consolidation face the complicated task of 

integrating, rationalizing and running complex organizations. 

Compared with 1994, the average size of Italian banks and 

banking groups has almost tripled. During the last year this 

consolidation process continued with the mergers of Intesa 

and Sanpaolo IMI (to form Intesa Sanpaolo), UniCredit and 

Capitalia, Banca Popolare Italiana and Banca Popolare Novara 

e Verona (to form Banco Popolare), and BPU Banca and Banca 

Lombarda (to form UBI Banca).

The system now has four classes of intermediaries. The top 

class is composed of two groups (UniCredit/Capitalia and 

Intesa Sanpaolo), large even by European standards and 

with significant international operations. The next class is 

comprised of medium-sized or large groups with prevalently 

domestic operations. The intermediate class consists of 

a good many groups and stand-alone banks with largely 

traditional businesses whose average size is well below that 

of the six largest groups. The most numerous class consists 

of approximately 600 small intermediaries specialized in 

financing the local economy. This class includes mutual banks 

and branches of small foreign banks.

All major banks provide internet and telephone banking, 

including mobile access.

The profitability of the main Italian banking groups today 

is comparable with that of their euro-area competitors. 

Competition has become fiercer above all in the business 

loan and the deposit markets, with narrowed profit margins, 
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while in some retail markets, such as low-value payments and 

consumer credit, the prices and fees charged to customers are 

proving to be quite resistant to competition.

Finally, the acquisition of large corporate shareholdings has 

become part of the strategy of the leading banking groups. 

For the banks, this means assuming new types of risk and may 

yield conflicts of interest.

 

Bank lending continues to expand at a good pace (10% in 

the 12 months ending in June 2007). Short-term lending has 

slowed, especially to financial companies; medium- and long-

term lending has been driven by the demand for money to 

fund house purchases. In order to finance the growth in their 

lending, banks have progressively increased their net external 

liabilities (from 91 billion at the end of 2006 to 126 

billion in August 2007). Further, according to a survey carried 

out by the Bank of Italy in collaboration with the European 

supervisory authorities, the exposure of the leading Italian 

banking groups to the American subprime sector appears 

limited.
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Regulatory System

The main function of the Bank of Italy is to ensure monetary 

and financial stability. The Bank of Italy contributes to the 

decisions on the single monetary policy of the euro area and 

performs the tasks entrusted to it as a central bank within the 

euro system.

Historically, the primary function of the Bank of Italy was 

to assure the stability of the credit system, maintaining a 

clear separation between banks and non-financial enterprises. 

After the banking crisis of 1930 – 31, the Italian government 

approved a banking law in 1936 which put all credit 

institutions under the supervision of the Bank of Italy and 

the Comitato Interministeriale per il Credito e il Risparmio 

(CICR) – a special committee formed by the economic 

ministries and the Governor of the Bank of Italy. This law 

was passed to protect the banking system from instability 

and market failure by strictly regulating entry. National 

banks were allowed to open branches only in the main cities; 

cooperative and local commercial banks could only open 

branches within the boundaries of the province they operated 

in 1936, while savings banks were able to expand within the 

regional boundaries. This regulatory framework did not change 

in essence until the 1980s. In 1986, the procedure for opening 

new branches was made easier; in the 10 years of deregulation 

(1985-1995), the number of bank branches grew by 79%, 

almost twice as fast as the number of bank branches in the 

United States during the same period (43%).

In 2006 and the early months of 2007, the Bank of Italy 

abolished the requirement to give advance notice of the 

intention to acquire control of a bank, repealed the rules on 

maturity transformation and the limits on banks’ medium- 

and long-term lending to firms, simplified the procedures for 

opening new branches, issued regulations for banks’ covered 

bonds to create a broad and reliable market, and launched a 

review of all supervisory legislation with a view to drastically 

reducing the number of authorizations.
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Entities supervised by the Bank of Italy now include financial 

intermediaries, which may take the form of a stock brokerage 

company (Società di Intermediazione Mobiliare, or SIM) an 

open-end investment company (Società di Investimento A 

Capitale Variabile, or SICAV) or other forms allowed under the 

law. These entities act as intermediaries between buyers and 

sellers, usually charging a commission, in the credit, stock, 

and insurance markets. To carry on their activities, financial 

intermediaries must fulfil certain criteria defined by law. 

Further, the Bank of Italy oversees Italian asset management 

companies (Società di Gestione del Risparmio, or SGR) 

promoting and managing the various forms of open and 

closed-end mutual funds (traditional, alternative, real estate, 

and private equity). 

The Bank of Italy is responsible for implementing these 

decisions within Italy through transactions with credit 

institutions, open-market operations, standing facilities, and 

the management of required reserves.

Also, the Bank of Italy is responsible for financial market 

supervision and payment system oversight.

As the supervisory authority, the Bank seeks to ensure the 

sound and prudent management of intermediaries, the overall 

stability and efficiency of the financial system, and compliance 

with the rules and regulations by those subject to supervision.

The Bank contributes to banking and financial regulation by 

participating in international committees. It coordinates its 

activities with the other financial supervisory authorities in 

various ways.

 

NPL Market

Looking at the 2006 figures of the Italian banking system 

and compared to the previous year, problematic positions − 

past-due loans and overdraft ceilings breached for more than 

180 days ( 7.4 billion), restructured loans ( 6.1 billion), 

substandard positions ( 21 billion) and bad debts ( 59.4 

billion), − decreased from 6.2% to 5% of total on-balance 

sheet exposures to customers, thanks above all to the reduction 

in substandard positions and breaches of overdraft ceilings. 

Non-performing loans to Italian residents accounted for over 

74% of the total. At the 2006 year-end, write-downs on non-

performing exposures amounted to 46% of face value; for bad 

debts the cover ratio was 60.4%. The ratio of new bad debts to 

total lending remained historically low.

Financial companies’ loan portfolios showed a decrease in 

new positions classified as bad debts, partly offset by a slight 

increase in those more than 120 days overdue. In leasing, 

overdue claims were equal to 4.1% of new business (3.7% 

in 2005), whereas in factoring, where there is a substantial 

volume of overdue claims on public-sector counterparties, the 

ratio rose from 3.8% to 4.2%. In consumer credit, the ratio of 

new bad debts to new lending rose during the year from 1.6% 

to 1.9%.

Securitizations and assignments of bad debts by the units 

operating in Italy totalled 3.4 billion, compared with  

11.4 billion in 2005. This amount consisted almost entirely 

of assignments, which permit claims to be transferred 

definitively and removed from banks’ balance sheets in 

accordance with IAS/IFRSs. 
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Originator Notes Gross Value (b) Buyers Year 

BNL   €0,90 b Pirelli RE and Morgan Stanley 2005

Banca Intesa  €9,00 b Merrill Lynch and Fortress 2005

BNL and FIM 1 €0,40 b Cairoli Finance 2005

BNL   €0,29 b Goldman Sachs 2005

San Paolo  €0,27 b ABN Amro 2005

BPU Group 1 €0,21 b Tersicore Finance srl 2005

MontePaschi  €0,19 b Lehman Found 2005

BPI 1 €0,92 b Maya Fin and Teseo Fin (ABN Amro) 2006

Unicredit  €1,70 b GE, ABN Amro and Tecnocasa 2006

Banco Popolare Verona Novara  €0,19 b Pirelli RE 2006

Banco di Sicilia  €2,30 b Pirelli RE 2006

Banca Popolare Etruria  €0,13 b Deutsche Bank 2006

BNL-BNP  €1,50 b Pirelli RE 2007

Banca Antonveneta and Interbanca  €1,00 b GE and ABN Amro 2007

Credito Valtellinese Group  €0,14 b Finanziaria San Giacomo 2007

Banca di Bologna 2 Undisclosed Felsina Funding 2007

Banca Antonveneta 3 €5,00 b Pirelli RE and GE 2007

    
1) securitisation deal    
2) deal in pipeline    
3) announced deal    
    
Sources: Factiva, Securitisation.it    

The NPL market is an important business for banks’ 

performance. The Italian banking system is experiencing a 

time of change. Increasing competition, IFRS implementation, 

the impact of Basel II in terms of capital requirements are 

all factors that have to be considered in NPL management 

strategies, and banks have to concentrate on core activities. 

Italian banks typically manage non-performing loans by 

resorting to legal action, irrespective of the type of credit, 

with progressively reduced recovery rates and a lengthy 

average recovery time of more than seven years. Out-of-court 

settlements – which carry a much better recovery ratio and 

faster recovery times – are normally only obtained at the 

debtor’s request.

To address this problem, major Italian banks spun off their 

recovery process, creating specialized companies for servicing 

intermediaries and keeping the management of the bad debts 

under control, checking the costs of the credit portfolio, and 

maintaining a good relationship with clients.

The number of investors competing to buy non-performing 

loan portfolios has grown rapidly in recent years and has bred 

a more aggressive environment for concluding portfolio deals.
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Currently the Italian market is developing through the 

following business models:

Joint ventures between banks and operators specialized in 

NPL management (e.g., Capitalia/Archon Group and 

Goldman Sachs, Intesa Sanpaolo/Italfondiario and Merrill 

Lynch)

Creation of specialized bad banks within banking groups 

for recovering NPLs or acting as the group service 

organization for their management (e.g., Unicredito 

Gestione Crediti and Monte Paschi Gestione Crediti)

Independent operators servicing domestic banks or 

international investors in Italy (e.g., SIB Credit Servicing, 

Pirelli RE).

Whatever the model, these operators may also offer services 

related to non-performing (also performing) loan portfolio 

valuation and management, their recovery on behalf of third 

banks (also assisting in legal proceedings), and support for 

securitization transactions.

As of today, the main servicing companies operating in Italy 

are:

Italfondiario

UGC Banca

Pirelli RE Credit Servicing

MPS Gestione Crediti Banca

Società Gestione Crediti (Archon Group)

Non Performing Loans

FBS

The above operators are rated by international rating agencies 

based on their specific credit management track record.

I TA LY

Outlook

The outlook for NPLs in Italy remains bright in terms of 

market activity and transaction sizes. The consolidation 

process in the banking sector and the new regulatory 

requirements (IAS/IFRSs and Basel II) may prompt most 

credit institutions to dispose of their NPL portfolios or seek 

operators specialized in credit recovery.

In addition, added weight given to active credit portfolio 

management may cause investment in distressed assets to 

become not just an instrument used by institutional investors 

but also a valuable exit strategy for banks.
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Driven in part by high commodity prices, implementation of key economic 

reforms, tight fiscal policy, and a devalued ruble, Russia’s GDP has grown, on 

average, just short of 7% since 2003. With projected nominal GDP of about 

€920.2 billion in 2007, Russia is now the 11th largest economy in the world. 

Since 2003, nominal GDP per capita increased by €2,910 to about €6,065 

in 2007. Economic growth has primarily been driven by consumption on the 

back of the oil price boom which has allowed for strong real wage growth. 

Exports have also increased substantially in real terms, although imports 

have risen remarkably faster. Russia’s household consumption and fixed 

asset investment have both grown approximately 10% annually since 1999 

and have replaced net exports as the main drivers of demand-based growth 

in the Russian economy. The government has set up a stabilization fund 

which stands at about €94 billion in 2007, and now holds the third largest 

foreign exchange reserves in the world, totaling about €311 billion. 

Source: Global Insight Statistics 2007
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The major fear regarding the Russian economy is the current 

acceleration of inflation: Between 1 and 22 October 2007 

inflation reached 1.3%, surpassing the rate for October 2006 

of 0.3% month over month, say experts from Troika Dialog. 

Inflation is currently being triggered by external factors such 

as rises in global food prices, say experts. Troika Dialog 

estimates that inflation this year will be around 12%. 

In respect of growth, year-on-year output in basic sectors was 

up 7.6%, compared with 9.4% in the second quarter of 2007 

and 8.8% in the first quarter of 2007. According to experts, 

the slowdown in investment activity was due to the liquidity 

squeeze in August and September. Given the deceleration in 

the third quarter 2007, Troika Dialog expects annual GDP 

growth be around 7.3%. 

R U S S I A

Experts also note that Russia is becoming a more domestic 

demand-driven economy. Appreciation of the ruble has 

contributed to the change in the growth model. 

Russia’s GDP per capita in 2007 is close to that of East 

European countries, especially Latvia, Poland, and Lithuania, 

and is higher than that of Brazil, Turkey, or Bulgaria. 

 

Source: Troika Dialog Economic Monthly Report, Russia, November 2007
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Banking Environment

Russia suffered an economic downturn in the early 1990s 

and banking disruption caused by the financial crisis in 

1998. But by mid 2001, the Russian economy regained 

ground and its banking system was back on track, thanks to 

banking reforms implemented by the Central Bank of the 

Federation (Bank of Russia or CBR) and the creation of the 

Agency for Restructuring Credit Organizations (ARCO) 

in 1999 as a special purpose vehicle for banking system 

restructuring. Banking reforms included measures to promote 

a monetary policy to maintain financial stability, improve 

banking supervision and prudential reporting by introducing 

international financial reporting standards, focusing on risk-

oriented supervision, and developing a framework for a deposit 

insurance system that now covers almost 100% of personal 

deposits made with Russian banks. For its part, ARCO 

embarked on a program to conduct diagnostic examinations 

of banks and assist them to restructure their obligations and 

problem assets and to recapitalize. ARCO also purchased 

problem assets from banks, restructured banks’ management 

systems and operations, and prepared restructured banks for 

sale or liquidation.  

The result is a strengthened banking system that has grown 

dramatically since the crisis days of 1998. As of 4 December 

2007, Russia had 1,300 registered credit institutions with 

total banking assets of RUB 18,277.9 billion ( 512.7 billion). 

The banking network increased from 2,509 branches at the 

beginning of 2007 to 2,678 as of 1 October 2007. 

The sector is dominated by a few key players, the top 

three being controlled by the state: Sberbank, VTB, and 

GazpromBank, which comprise 36% in total banking assets 

as of 30 September 2007. The top 30 banks (apart from 

these three) account for 29% of total banking assets as of 30 

September 2007. 

Annual asset growth as of 1 November 2007 reached 44.3%, 

on a par with the growth in 2006 (44%), which was the 

strongest in recent years, with annual growth since 2002 

averaging a healthy 35%.

 

Source: The Central Bank of Russia 2007
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Underscoring this growth has been the increasing role the 

banking sector plays in the Russian economy: The ratio of 

banking sector assets to GDP at 1 December 2007 is at 56%, 

up from 35% in 2002.

Driving asset growth has been the steady increase in loans, 

which at 1 November 2007 were 73% of total banking assets, 

up from 62% in 2004. Since 2005, loans have increased by an 

annual average rate of 46% and at December 2007 stand at 

RUB 13,338.8 billion ( 374 billion). Growth has been most 

rapid in the agriculture, hunting and forestry, mining, and 

construction sectors. Household mortgage loans also grew 

rapidly in 2006, increasing by 340% over the prior year. 

 

R U S S I A

Household mortgage loans amount to RUB 230 billion as 

of 2006 year-end. The growth is still robust in the first half 

of 2007, reaching 60% over the prior year, i.e., 375 million 

rubles, although household mortgage loans as a percent of total 

banking assets is still a rather small 2.05%.

Source: The Central Bank of Russia 2007
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As the Russian banking system and economy is in transition, 

the inflow of foreign capital is increasing. As of 30 September 

2007, foreign investors held positions in 190 credit institutions, 

up from 136 at 1 January 2006. 

While banking sector growth has been undeniable, there 

are limited trouble spots. During the first 11 months of 

2007, the Bank of Russia revoked 64 licenses granted to 

credit institutions, up from 46 in 2006. And as of 1 January 

2007, liquidation proceedings were ongoing with 144 

credit institutions, of which 83 were declared bankrupt 

with liquidation proceedings initiated (up from 17 in 2006). 

According to the CBR, the main reason for license withdrawal 

is the breach of anti-money laundering regulations. 

Regulatory Overview

The Bank of Russia was founded on 13 July 1990 and operates 

independent of federal, regional, and local governments. From 

1992 to 1995, the Bank of Russia established a system of 

supervision and inspection of commercial banks and a system 

of foreign exchange regulation and foreign exchange control. 

After the financial crisis of 1998, the Bank of Russia acted to 

restructure the banking system to improve performance and 

increase the liquidity of commercial banks, and ARCO was 

established to carry out bank restructuring and liquidation. 

Another significant step, designed to build public confidence 

in the banking system, was the passage in December 2003 of 

a federal law to implement the household deposit insurance 

program (deposit insurance system – DIS). One aim of this 

new law was to provide banks with the capital to invest in 

diversification of the economy. 

Source: Standard and Poor’s – November 2007
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A by-product of the dynamic growth in the Russian banking 

market is heightened credit and financial risk for the banking 

sector. As a counterbalance, the Bank of Russia has been 

focusing on the quality of risk management and internal control, 

anti-money laundering, corporate governance, and accounting 

and reporting. For that, the Bank will take further steps to 

encourage the use of substantive risk-oriented supervision, and 

will adapt to the regulations on Basel II, in particular the Core 

Principles for Effective Banking Supervision. 

In respect of the reporting environment, starting 2004, 

preparation of IFRS financial statements on an annual basis 

has been made mandatory by the CBR for all banks in the 

Russian Federation. 

The banks’ statutory reporting process is based on the 

requirements of the CBR regulations. Accounting principles 

for banks in the Russian Federation used to be based on a cash 

method. Starting 1 January 2008, the accrual method will be 

the new mandatory basis of accounting for banks. 

A number of statistical forms based on the banks’ analytical 

records are also prepared and submitted to the CBR on a daily 

basis. The bank’s income statement is prepared and submitted 

to the CBR on a quarterly basis. Banks are also required to 

comply with the CBR ratios on a daily basis, although the 

reports summarizing the value of these ratios are submitted to 

the CBR on a monthly basis, with the CBR having the right to 

make a separate request for daily ratios.

One of the last prominent reforms introduced by CBR, besides 

introduction of the accrual method mentioned above, is the 

creation of the Institute of Curators, effective as of 1 January 

2008. Under this reform, a curator from the central bank will 

participate in all the strategic meetings in all Russian banks. 

Curators will not have the power to influence decisions, but 

will report to CBR about strategic decisions. Curators are also 

supposed to have access to all internal documentation of the 

banks. 

R U S S I A

NPL Market

The credit risk for the Russian banking system as a whole 

remains moderate. While loans had increased by 43% at  

1 December 2007 on the prior year (against 54% in 2006), 

overdue loans grew at a faster pace of about 51% during that 

same period (against 64.5% in 2006).Yet total overdue debt 

stood at only 180 billion rubles ( 4.99 billion) or about 1.30% 

of total loans. On aggregate, loan loss provisions as of  

1 December 2007 stood at about 4% of total loans.

 

Compared to the respective size of their assets, the biggest 

overdue loan portfolios are concentrated in Russian Standard 

Bank, which belongs to Roustam Tariko, and Home Credit 

Finance Bank (HCFB), that is owned by the Czech group 

PPF, among privately owned banks. Russian Standard Bank 

is a leading bank in consumer finance among privately owned 

banks. 

The following table discloses non-performing loans under 

Russian accounting as of September 2007 (overdue loans). 

Source: The Central Bank of Russia 2007
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Currency: RUB 000 Sept07A 

Sberbank 35,891,101

Russian Standard 30,855,008

VTB 12,844,251

Home Credit Finance 8,578,121

Alfabank 5,366,664

Bank Uralsib 5,212,907

Rosbank 5,112,568

URSA Bank 2,873,652

MDM Bank 2,468,149

Bank of Moscow 2,200,512

Rosselkhozbank 2,129,828

Gazprombank 1,935,238

Impexbank 1,918,866

Trust 1,782,532

VTB 24 1,555,885

Bank Vozrozhdenie 1,514,369

Petrocomments 1,225,117

Sobinbank 1,100,393

Ak Bars Bank 954,892

Soyuz 910,699

Citibank 880,923

MBRD 683,645

IMB 682,837

Promsvyazbank 651,616

Bank Zenit 509,093

Raiffeisenbank 490,723

VTB Severo-zapad 386,884

Transcredit Bank 299,284

Bank Saint Petersburg 263,098

BSGV 252,739

Absolut Bank 228,403

Svyazbank 216,283

Khanty-Mansiysky Bank 196,056

Binbank 185,177

Nomosbank 169,966

Eurofinance Mosnarbank 92,264

KIT Finance 41,756

Globexbank 12,579

International Industrial Bank 9,698

ING Bank (Eurasia) 14

Deutsche Bank -
 
 
Source: www.cbr.ru, Internet sites of the Banks

NPLs under Russian Accounting
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R U S S I A

Russian Standard Bank and HCFB are major players of 

the unsecured loan segment among privately owned banks. 

Russian Standard Bank with US$6.3 billion of unsecured loans 

is second behind Sberbank. Russian Standard Bank captures 

about 70% to 80% of the credit card market, is number one in 

loans delivered at points of sale and is one of the top five in the 

consumer credit market. HCFB ranks third among unsecured 
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lending banks with a portfolio of US$1.7 billion. The bank is 

the number two in loans extended at points of sale and credit 

card lending markets. 

Generally, the growth of overdue the loans is linked with the 

boom in retail lending, as illustrated in the table below: 
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Outlook

All traditional indicators of a bad loans crisis show that it does 

not pose a threat to the Russian banking system at present. The 

share of loans in GDP is 30%, while the share of retail loans 

is only 8%. Other indicators, e.g., debt per capita and average 

debt to average income are also far from crisis level.

The main indicator of an upcoming crisis is usually considered 

as the share of overdue loans in the total loan portfolio. 

According to CBR data, the share of overdue loans in all of the 

Russian banking system as at 30 September 2007 was about 

1%, which can be viewed as acceptable. However, the share of 

actual overdue loans could be much higher. 

After the first wave of the lending boom, the Russian banking 

system shows tendencies toward limiting a further growth of 

risks. Currently Russian banks are shifting from the granting 

of traditional loans to the issuance of credit cards, which are 

traditionally considered less risky. Secondly, since 1 July 2007, 

CBR has required all banks to disclose information about 

their effective interest rates. This will lead to a more thorough 

assessment of the creditworthiness of potential borrowers. 

For the first nine months of 2007, the growth of overdue loans 

issued to individuals amounted to 80%. However, Russian 

banks still do not actively use the services of collecting 

agencies. According to an estimation of the debt collecting 

agency “Sequoia Credit Consolidation”, currently Russian 

banks outsource approximately 15% to 20% of their overdue 

loans, while in Europe collecting agencies deal with 50%. 

Therefore, the Russian market has the potential to more than 

double.

Recently, some significant deals point to an evolving NPL 

market: in November, 2007 URSA Bank announced the sale 

of its portfolio of bad debts for US$140 million. Two months 

earlier, the mobile operator MTS had decided to sell its 

receivables to a collecting agency for US$34.5 million.

The US subprime crisis and the global credit crunch have 

also raised concerns with regard to mortgage lending and 

whether Russian banks will be able to finance construction and 

continue the booming growth of the local mortgage market. 

However, the broad consensus in the banking community 

is that the probability that mortgage origination will stop in 

Russia is very low and demand for real estate is not expected 

to be materially constrained. The crisis is likely to affect only 

smaller players. 

The Russian residential mortgage market is currently strongly 

dominated by state-owned entities and subsidiaries of the 

major international banking groups, which are not likely to 

face any significant funding problems or economic reasons to 

put a halt to mortgage activities in Russia. 

 

Purely Russian privately owned mortgage market players 

account for a third of the mortgage market and this group runs 

the biggest risk of a squeeze on funding in the current turmoil 

on the financial markets. Even if some local banks were to 

slash their activity on the mortgage market, this is not likely to 

lead to cut total mortgage origination volumes. The mortgage 

market is bolstered by massive direct state financial support 

from the second player on the market, the state-owned AHML 

(Agency for Housing Mortgage Lending).

Source: Renaissance Capital Report on Russia’s Mortgage market, 28 September 2007
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Turkey, with a population of over 71 million people, has become one of 

Europe’s most dynamic economies and societies. The Turkish economy 

has undergone a transformation process through reform in response to 

the financial and economic crisis in 2000 and 2001, caused mainly by 

the combination of political instability, weak regulation, and poor macro-

management.

Today, Turkey’s macro-economic outlook is encouraging; expectations of 

continued political stability, recent banking sector and regulatory oversight reform, 

strengthening of budgetary controls, a new and stabilized currency, and the 

expansion of the Turkish Central Bank’s autonomy, all point to a healthy economic 

outlook. Add favorable demographic trends, the prospect of ongoing economic 

reform, and hoped-for EU membership, and Turkey is well positioned to become 

one of the most attractive economies in Europe. While Turkey’s estimated 2007 per 

capita GDP of approximately 4,900 is low compared to other European economies, 

it promises considerable upside potential. Turkey has enjoyed dynamic economic 

growth since 2002, with GDP growth hitting a high of 8.9% in 2004. Estimated GDP 

growth rates for the upcoming years are expected to average a healthy 5%.
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Banking Environment

The benign environment in the banking industry faded 

away towards the end of the 1990s. In 1999, the government 

enacted a disinflation program focusing on exchange rate 

stabilization supplemented by fiscal and structural reforms. 

At the beginning, the program was quite successful – interest 

rates fell, inflation slowed, and production and demand started 

to pick up. However, the program had to be revised in the wake 

of two severe liquidity and exchange rate crises in November 

2000 and February 2001, fuelled by the risk positions of 

medium-sized banks which held large amounts of government 

securities in their portfolios. The government had to quit the 

crawling peg exchange rate regime and started to float the 

Turkish lira (YTL).

 

In 2001, when Turkey’s currency collapsed as a result of 

political instability and the banking crisis, investors withdrew 

billions of euros from the market. NPLs as a percentage of 

banks’ total gross loans reached nearly 30% at year-end 2001 

and the country plunged into economic recession.

Since then, Turkey has staged a remarkable recovery. Under 

guidance from a special bank restructuring agency, the Turkish 

Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (BRSA), and 

from the International Monetary Fund, Turkey has pushed to 

regulate the banking industry and to restructure state banks 

both financially and operationally through privatization, 

promoting competition, and improving the regulatory and 

supervisory framework of private banks. Consolidation and 

closures have knocked the weakest banks out of the market, 

leaving 46 Turkish banks today (33 of which are deposit banks, 

the rest are development and investment banks) versus 81 in 

1999. The cost of efforts to restructure failed or weak banks, 

led by the Savings Deposit and Insurance Fund (SDIF) in 

consultation with the BRSA, is estimated to be around US$44 

billion. 

T U R K E Y

The post-crisis period has also radically changed the banks’ 

source of income. Past revenues were driven by treasury bill 

securities, but today, new Turkish Lira-denominated loans, 

along with their interest income, fees, and commissions, are 

more profitable and yield a more balanced income stream. 

It is not surprising then that loan growth has been dramatic, 

fueling the growth in the banking sector. While total asset and 

loan growth moderated during 2007, annual growth since 2003 

has been impressive, with total banking assets up 107% and 

total loans up 248%. Statistics published by the BRSA show 

total loans of about YTL 244 billion ( 139 billion) and total 

banking assets of YTL 516 billion ( 293 billion) at 30 June 

2007.

 

Today, the Turkish banking sector consists of deposit banks, 

development and investment banks, and participation banks, 

with financial assets being concentrated among Turkey’s 

biggest banks. The largest five banks have 63 % of total assets 

and the largest 10 banks account for 86 %, as of June 2007.
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Regulatory System

The Turkish banking regulatory environment has its roots in 

the Ottoman Empire, where treasury operations, money and 

credit transactions, and trade in gold and foreign currencies 

were executed in varying degrees by the Treasury, the Mint, 

jewelers, money lenders, foundations, and guilds.

The Turkish banking system entered the modern era when the 

Law on the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey No. 1715 

(Law No. 1715) was enacted on 11 June 1930. The Turkish 

Central Bank was established on 3 October 1931 and officially 

opened on 1 January 1932. The Central Bank had, originally, 

the privilege of issuing banknotes for a period of 30 years. In 

1955 this privilege was extended until 1999. In 1994, it was 

prolonged indefinitely.

According to Law No. 1715, the basic aim of the Central Bank 

was to support economic development of the country. In order 

to fulfill this aim, the Central Bank was given the following 

duties:

To set rediscount ratios and to regulate money markets

To execute treasury operations

To take, jointly with the government, all measures to protect 

the value of Turkish currency  

With the introduction of economic development plans in 

Turkey in the 1960s, several amendments were made to 

the Law No. 1715. To the same end, Law No. 1211, which 

was enacted on 26 January 1970, redefined the duties and 

responsibilities of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey 

so as to implement monetary and credit policy within the 

framework of development plans.

In the second half of the 1980s, the Bank inaugurated the 

interbank money market and the foreign exchange money 

market, and started to make use of open market operations. 

As in other countries, the finance sector is vitally important for 

Turkey. All banks in Turkey are subject to the Banking Act and 

to the provisions of other laws pertaining to banks. 

Prior to the changes in Banks Act No. 4389, which came 

into force on 23 June 1999, the Treasury Undersecretariat 

and the Central Bank had been the two main regulatory and 

supervisory bodies in the banking sector. With this Act, the 

BRSA, with financial and administrative autonomy, was 

formed and became operational as from 31 August 2000. 

The mission of the agency is defined by the BRSA as “to 

safeguard the rights and benefits of depositors and create the 

proper environment in which banks and financial institutions 

can operate with market discipline, in a healthy, efficient 

and globally competitive manner, thus contributing to the 

achievement of the country’s long-term economic growth and 

stability.” 

With the establishment of the BRSA, the Savings Deposits 

Insurance Fund (SDIF), previously under the authority of the 

Central Bank, started to operate under the administration of 

the BRSA. Later on, with the enactment of Act No. 5020 on  

26 December 2003, management of the SDIF was separated 

from management of the BRSA. 

Banks in Turkey have the status of joint-stock companies and 

are subject to general controls under the provisions of the 

Turkish Commercial Code and of various tax laws. Moreover, 

banks are subject to special oversight by the BRSA. 

The BRSA exercises its supervisory authority on a direct and 

ongoing basis in terms of legal considerations and financial 

soundness. Additionally, the banks’ financial statements are 

audited by external auditors in accordance with internationally 

accepted principles of accounting. Banks are also examined 

by their own auditors, who are required to submit quarterly 

reports to the BRSA. 
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Recently, the supervisory system has been further strengthened 

by legislative arrangements and a number of decisions taken 

in line with the standards of prudential regulation practiced by 

the international banking community.

 

The BRSA is the sole authority in charge of the supervision, 

surveillance, and regulation of 231 companies, comprising 

Turkey’s 46 banks, around 80 financial leasing companies, 

88 factoring companies as well as nine consumer financing 

companies. In order to enhance competition within the 

financial system, minimize risk, reduce the costs of operation 

and intermediation, harmonize with other financial market 

T U R K E Y

(Currency: YTL b.)      NPL/

Banks Total Assets Total Loans PL NPL Provisions Gross Loans

Yapi ve Kredi Bank 47.80 24.03 23.70 1.73 1.39 7%

Isbank 76.89 31.14 31.14 1.44 1.44 4%

Vakifbank* 39.20 18.86 18.86 1.08 1.08 5%

Halkbank* 36.88 14.75 14.73 1.08 1.06 7%

Garanti Bank 57.49 33.00 32.73 0.77 0.50 2%

Akbank 66.46 33.36 33.36 0.75 0.75 2%

Ziraat Bank* 75.84 18.89 18.82 0.34 0.27 2%

Finansbank 17.93 12.50 12.50 0.29 0.29 2%

HSBC 11.06 8.17 8.13 0.20 0.16 2%

Fortis 8.44 4.95 4.93 0.20 0.19 4%

Denizbank 12.13 7.66 7.65 0.19 0.18 2%

Sekerbank 4.94 3.00 3.00 0.12 0.12 4%

Others 60.98 33.27 33.07 0.74 0.54 2%

Total 516.03 243.58 242.63 8.93 7.98 4%

       
Source: Banks Assosiation of Turkey, “Statistical Reports, June 2007”
*State-owned banks    

NPLs in the Turkish Banking Sector

regulations and practices, and foster a more active and 

transparent financial system through more active markets, a 

new Banking Act (5411) was issued on 1 November 2005. 

NPL Market

According to the BRSA, total non-performing loans in the 

banking sector stood at YTL 8.9 billion ( 5.1 billion) at  

30 June 2007, or about 4% of total loans, with the top 10 

 banks holding about 87% of Turkey’s NPLs. The SDIF 

reportedly continues to hold approximately YTL 7.7 billion  

( 4.4 billion) in NPLs at 30 June 2007, bringing total NPLs to 

YTL 16.6 billion ( 9.4 billion).
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From the days when the SDIF completed its clean-up work, the 

increase in banking-sector NPLs has been modest compared 

to the striking growth in loans since 2003. Non-performing 

loans rose at a rate of 6% from December 2006 to June 2007 

on top of a 12% increase from December 2005 to December 

2006. To their credit, Turkish banks have been proactive in 

protecting themselves by embracing high provisioning against 

their problem loans. Turkey’s NPL ratio of 4% at 30 June 2007 

is roughly on a par with the ratio at 31 December 2006 and 

down from about 5% at 31 December 2005, and 6 % at year-

end 2004. 
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Reform continues, in part with the passing of Law No. 5569 

on Restructuring of the Debts of Small and Medium Scale 

Enterprises (SMEs) to Financial Sector, also known as the 

Anatolian Approach. This Law, passed in 2006 and expected 

to have a positive impact on NPL ratios for corporate loans, is 

aimed at smaller and medium-sized companies, as defined, and 

their loans which were granted before the 31 October 2006 and 

transferred to the frozen or doubtful receivables of banks or 

financial institutions. Such companies will be restructured by: 

Extending the maturities of the loan, renewing loans to 

enterprises

Granting additional new loans to enterprises

Deducting or forgoing principle and/or original interest 

and/or default interest or dividends

Converting fully or partially into a subsidiary, to transfer in 

return for a certain amount of cash, in kind or by means of 

collection

Liquidating fully or partially against belongings of indebted 

or third persons

Engaging in protocols with other banks

The guidelines of the Anatolian Approach are quite similar 

to the Istanbul Approach, a voluntary debt restructuring 

mechanism whose objective was to rehabilitate distressed 

firms’ borrowings immediately after the financial crisis of 

2001. The Istanbul Approach was conducted by the BRSA 

in cooperation with major players of the economy organized 

under the umbrella of Türkiye Sanayi ve Kalkınma Bankası 

(TSKB). In September 2004, an agreement was reached with 

295 of 327 companies covered by the Istanbul Approach, and 

US$5.7 billion of debt was restructured, which allowed these 

companies to continue their economic activities. 

Turkey’s NPL reform efforts have been overshadowed by the 

large volume of portfolio sales recently offered by EU member 

countries like Germany and Italy, but progress has been 
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evident. The Turkish NPL market has witnessed two major 

transactions in which the SDIF was the seller: a portfolio of 

approximately US$222 million sold in 2004 and a portfolio 

of approximately US$1.0 billion sold in 2005 to international 

players in the NPL market. Additionally, with the introduction 

of Basel II standards, banks will be more willing to shift their 

NPLs off their balance sheet to reach the required capital 

adequacy levels. Alternatively, banks would need to allocate 

more capital that could otherwise be productively deployed. 

The motivation of Turkish banks to dispose of their NPLs 

is reflected in two potential transactions that are coming to 

market in early 2008. This would fuel NPL investors’ hopes of 

more deals in 2008.

Market Outlook

Barring any unforeseen events such as a sharp loss of investor 

and consumer confidence, Turkish banks’ NPLs are expected 

to remain in the range of YTL 9 billion ( 5.1 billion), even 

though loans are increasing at an accelerated pace relative 

to the level of NPLs because of increased macro-economic 

and political stability. In addition, weak banking governance 

– historically due to a significant number of family-owned 

banks having ties to industrial conglomerates – seems to be a 

thing of the past. 

Now, foreign investors are showing a keener interest in 

Turkey’s financial sector: General Electric’s financial services 

arm owns a 25% stake in Garanti Bank and other recent 

entrants include UniCredito (Italy), BNP Paribas (France), 

Fortis Bank (Belgium), Citibank (US), and Dexia (Belgium). 

At year-end 2006, foreign buyers had invested in 15 banks 

representing about 22% of total banking assets. 

NPL investors are also interested. With the SDIF sales and the 

upcoming transactions by the banking sector, investors hope 

there is more to come. But, while investor interest has been 

initially strong, the prospect of future NPL deals will be vital 

to keep investors interested. Unless there are good strategic 

reasons, few investors are willing to invest in the necessary 

servicing infrastructure and personnel resources in a market 

with limited transactions. But Turkey seems poised to take 

advantage of investor interest and rid itself of its legacy NPLs. 

The banking system is healthy, the economy and political 

environment is attractive to foreign capital, loan reserves are 

strong, transactions are coming to market, and best of all, 

investors are knocking at the door. 

T U R K E Y
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Following a slowdown in 2002 and 2003, the Polish economy has been 

enjoying strong growth, with GDP up by 6.1% in 2006 (the highest growth 

for nine years). For the next few years steady growth of 5% to 7% a year is 

predicted by analysts.

Domestic consumption, investment growth, a boom in real estate, and exports are the 

key growth drivers. Since 2002, Polish exports have been growing by an average of 

about 20% a year despite the strengthening of the national currency, the Polish zloty, 

which has pushed up relative export prices. Poland’s accession into the European 

Union on 1 May 2004 has enhanced its credibility with foreign investors and given 

an additional boost to its economy and companies. 

Strong exports and a rise in domestic demand were the main reasons behind the 

improved financial results of Polish companies from 2004 to 2007. From a low of 

1,090 points in April 2003, the blue-chip WIG20 stock index has been soaring, 

reaching 3,890 points at the end of October 2007.

Since 2004, the Polish zloty (PLN) has seen a steady and firm appreciation against 

all major foreign currencies. As of 30 October 2007, the zloty/euro exchange rate 

was around PLN 3.63/ 1.

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Source: Central Statistics Office, National Bank of Poland, Expert Forecasts – “Our Capital Market”
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With export growth expected to slow, companies’ investment 

expenditures will be a key contributor to sustained economic 

growth. Analysts are anticipating an annual 10% rise in such 

expenditure in the coming years. 

Since 2000, Poland’s unemployment rate has exceeded 15%, 

reaching 18.7% in mid 2005, the highest level in the EU. But 

since this peak it has been declining steadily and in October 

2007 unemployment stood at 11.3%. 

As a member of the EU, Poland is preparing to enter the 

European Monetary System and has to meet three of the five 

Maastricht criteria: 

Inflation rate: No more than 1.5 percentage points above the 

average inflation rate of the three EU countries with the 

lowest inflation rates

Interest rates: The long-term rate should be no more than 

two percentage points above the average of the three EU 

countries with the lowest inflation rates

Maximum annual deficit less than or equal to 3% of GDP

Government debt no more than 60% of GDP

The so-called “collar rule” (i.e., exchange rate has to stay 

within +/-15% during the trial period) 

At the end of 2006, Poland failed to meet the collar rule and 

the 3% of GDP requirement (according to Central Statistical 

Office, the deficit was 3.8%). Apart from achieving the 3% 

target, the most important challenge in the debt management 

policy will be to keep total debt below 60% of GDP. National 

debt did not exceed 50% of GDP in 2006 (47.6%). According 

to the Ministry of Finance strategy for 2008-2010, debt in 

relation to GDP should not exceed 55%. 

There is much speculation as to exactly when Poland might be 

ready to join the eurozone; the best estimates put the entry date 

somewhere between 2012 and 2015. Monetary union accession 

will lead to a more stable and competitive Polish economy, 
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partly by reducing currency risk for Polish companies and 

banks.

Banking Environment

According to the National Bank of Poland, at the end of 

2006 there were 63 commercial and 584 cooperative banks 

in Poland. The five largest banks in Poland account for 

approximately 47% of total banking assets – at the end 

of 2006 the total banking assets amounted to PLN 681.1 

billion ( 177.8 billion). Although banks in Poland have 

experienced 60% asset growth since 2000, the level of banking 

intermediation or assets in relation to GDP is still much lower 

than in the EU-15 countries (64.4% in Poland compared with 

an average 330% in EU-15). The loan volume in Poland is 

expected to grow by an estimated 14% per annum over the 

next 10 years. 

P O L A N D
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The Polish banking system is dominated by commercial 

banks, whose share of total bank assets exceeds 90%. All 

major banks [except for PKO Bank Polski (PKO BP) and 

BGK, which are still state-owned] are controlled by foreign 

financial institutions such as UniCredito, ING, KBC, or AIB. 

These foreign-controlled banks accounted for 63% of total 

bank capital and 70% of bank assets at the end of 2006. About 

25% of the market is under the control of two key players in 

the banking business: PKO BP (state-owned) and Pekao S.A. 

(UniCredito Group). However, a merger between BPH (the 

number three) and Pekao will give birth to a new leader in the 

Polish banking market.
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Mortgage and Consumer Loans Market Growth

In 2006, Polish banks achieved their best ever financial results, 

with aggregated profits for 2006 topping PLN 10.6 billion  

( 2.8 billion). High bank profitability rose on the back of 

higher interest and commission revenues and lower loan 

loss reserves. One of the key drivers was mortgage and 

consumer loans growth, mainly due to improvement in the 

overall economic environment in Poland as reflected in rising 

property prices and increased domestic consumption. The 

chart above shows the development of mortgage and consumer 

loans balances starting from 2002. Furthermore, the IBnGR 

(Institute of Research on Market Economy) forecasts that 

the mortgage loan market will grow by as much as PLN 

248 billion ( 68.3 billion) in 2011. In comparison with EU 

countries, Polish banks are more efficient in terms of return 

on equity or ROE (at 22.4%) and return on assets or ROA (at 

1.8%); however, cost controls are still in need of improvement 

(the cost-income ratio is 58.6%). The final annual results of 

banks for 2007 are expected to surpass the prior-year figures.

Regulatory System

The Polish banking system is governed by the Banking Act 

dated 29 August 1997, which was thoroughly revised in 2004 

to incorporate changes resulting from Poland’s EU accession. 

The revised act includes prudent regulations regarding banks’ 

own funds, capital adequacy rules, and exposure concentration 

limits.

One important change to the Banking Act was the 2004 

implementation of the legal framework for asset securitization. 

This was a key factor in the development of Poland’s NPL 

market and has helped to improve banks’ credit quality ratios. 

Banks are the only financial institutions permitted by law 

to securitize assets using specialized securitization funds or 

capital companies (SPVs). 

According to the Polish Ministry of Finance’s decree on bank 

provisioning rules (amended at the end of 2003), a five-tier 

asset quality classification system is used by banks in Poland; 
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distinguishing between normal, watch, substandard, doubtful, 

and loss exposures. For corporate exposures, delinquencies 

of more than 90 days are, apart from a borrower’s financial 

standing assessment, a criterion for downgrading a loan to 

substandard. Receivables in arrears of more than 12 months 

should be classified as loss loans. Qualifying collateral (e.g., 

guarantees) is considered in classifying corporate exposures. 

In consumer lending, a two-tier classification system is used, 

with normal and loss loans. The latter is applied for exposures 

which are over six months in arrears. These classification rules 

have been in force since the beginning of 2004 and are similar 

to the previous regulations; however, they are less stringent 

as far as the period of delinquency in repayment and the 

ability to classify exposures based on qualifying collateral are 

concerned.

Moreover, following the implementation of the relevant EU 

directives, starting from 2005 certain qualifying banks (i.e., 

subsidiaries of quoted companies which themselves are quoted 

on the Warsaw Stock Exchange) elected to apply IFRSs as a 

basis for preparing their financial statements. Furthermore, 

all banks in holding company groups in Poland are obliged to 

prepare their consolidated financial statements in accordance 

with IFRSs. These changes have an impact on a number of 

definitions, including methods of valuing assets and liabilities, 

and measuring profit and loss. Nevertheless, based on 

observations as to the effect of IFRS implementation on banks’ 

financial statements in 2005 and 2006, the changes did not 

have a significant impact. This was mainly due to the fact that, 

under local GAAP, banks had been obliged to apply accounting 

policies which were to a large extent already compliant with 

IFRSs. 

NPL Market

In the late 1990s, Polish banks experienced a deterioration in 

credit quality and an increase in their NPLs to about 22% of 

gross loans (in 2002). This was mainly attributable to poor 

credit risk management of consumer and corporate loans 

originated after Poland’s transition to a market economy. 

Following changes in Poland’s Investment Funds Act in 2004 

and subsequent amendments to tax regulations for banks, 

banks now have new ways of disposing of non-performing 

loans. The Act’s new legal framework introduced, among 

others, the institution of securitization funds (FS), which are 

managed by asset management companies (TFI) under the 

oversight of the Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF). 

Banks’ NPL portfolios can now be transferred to FSs either 

through true sale or in sub-participation agreements (under 

which a bank retains legal title to the account receivable but 

all proceeds from the receivable are transferred to the FS). 

True-sale transactions have the clear advantage that the bank 

disposes of the receivable and obtains cash and benefits from 

the associated tax relief. The sub-participation solution is 

likely to be chosen when the legal status of the collateral 

may cause problems with foreclosure action by a new owner, 

especially in cases when bankruptcy proceedings have been 

initiated against the borrower. With sub-participation, the bank 

is not able to claim immediate tax relief; however, the tax 

benefit can be obtained once the proceeds from the recovery of 

the receivable transferred to the FS are tax deductible.

P O L A N D
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By the end of 2006, the KNF had granted approval to 15 FSs. 

Market experience indicates that it will take between three and 

five months to set up an FS (in some cases, even longer). The 

existing TFIs managing already established FSs are usually 

owned by servicing companies and investors. The active 

investors on the Polish NPL market are: Lehman Brothers, 

Reform Capital/Credit Suisse First Boston, Bank of America, 

and Varde Partners. Major active servicers in Poland are: Kruk, 

Ultimo, PRESCO, BEST, EGB Investments, Intrum Justitia, 

and Euler Hermes.
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Outlook

In 2004, a first, small NPL transaction was closed between 

Deutsche Bank PBC (seller) and Reform Capital (investor), 

with a face value of some PLN 160 million ( 43 million). In 

2005, PKO BP (Poland’s largest retail bank) announced it was 

selling a retail receivables portfolio totaling approximately 

PLN 670 million ( 178 million).

In 2006, the market witnessed a record number and value 

of portfolios sold by banks. The biggest transactions had an 

approximate total face value of more than PLN 5 billion  

( 1.3 billion). The NPL transactions in 2006 included 

relatively old loans to corporate customers, SMEs and retail 

clients. The sellers included PKO BP, BG (Rabobank Group), 

BPH (Unicredito/HVB Group), and Kredyt Bank (KBC 

Group). Initial transaction prices were low, a reflection of 

the age of these loans, poor collateral quality, and bankrupt 

borrowers. After this first wave of transactions, the banks 

are likely to dispose of more NPLs to release capital, free 

up human resources tied up in managing and restructuring 

NPL portfolios, and focus on core businesses. This should 

foster a favorable environment for securitization, with banks 

using securitization of sub-performing and non-performing 

loans as another tool for raising capital. However, so far the 

limited use of sell-side advisors by banks and the poor quality 

of bank loan data has spawned a great deal of uncertainty in 

the processing of NPL information, and this could delay the 

completion of some transactions.

In 2007, a few large banks – BG  (Rabobank Group), 

Millennium Bank (BCP Group), and BO  – announced that 

they had finished their NPL disposals. The total face value of 

those transactions stood at some PLN 2 billion ( 0.5 billion) 

and consisted mainly of corporate debts secured by collateral 

such as assignments, pledges, and mortgages (these NPLs and 
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the underlying collateral had already been subject to lengthy 

but fruitless work-outs by the sellers). Other major banks in 

Poland (i.e., Bank Handlowy (Citibank) and BZ WBK (AIB)) 

are likely to be getting ready to dispose of their NPLs or at 

least evaluating their options. The PEKAO SA NPL portfolio 

disposal is scheduled for early 2008 and is expected to be 

the largest single disposal of non-performing corporate loans 

ever seen in Poland. The face value of the assets involved in 

the planned transaction is estimated at a huge PLN 2.7 billion 

( 0.7 billion). The second biggest transaction scheduled for 

2008 would be the disposal of another PKO BP NPL portfolio, 

consisting of corporate and retail exposures. The assets subject 

to this contemplated transaction have a face value of  

PLN 1.9 billion ( 0.5 billion), comprised of PLN 1.2 billion 

( 0.3 billion) and PLN 0.7 billion ( 0.2 billion) relating to 

retail and corporate loans, respectively.

According to the National Bank of Poland, at the end of 

June 2007 the value of non-performing loans (defined as 

substandard, doubtful, and loss exposures) on commercial 

banks balance sheets totaled PLN 23.1 billion ( 6.1 billion), 

including PLN 16.8 billion ( 4.5 billion) classified as loss 

loans. However, no full official statistics are available as to 

the amount of loans written off by banks and taken off their 

balance sheets. It is estimated that, in the period from 2003 

to 2005 alone, more than PLN 3 billion ( 0.8 billion) worth 

of loans were charged off by banks. The banks’ NPL to gross 

loans ratio dropped from nearly 21.9% in 2003 to 6.5% at 

the end of June 2007. This fall is mainly due to NPL disposal 

transactions, write-offs, favorable changes in banks’ loan 

P O L A N D

classification framework, and benefits from the economic 

upswing in the wake of Poland’s accession to the EU in 2004. 

Even so, banks still hold a substantial amount of NPLs in 

their loan portfolios, accumulated over the last 16 years, and 

they have significant scope for developing an NPL market 

for interested investors. Changes in the legal framework have 

opened the door for banks in Poland to take robust action in 

resolving their NPLs, clean up their balance sheets, and free 

up capital for new loan originations. This should definitely 

provide attractive opportunities for investors looking to invest 

in Central Eastern Europe.
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Portugal’s economic development in 2006 was favorable against the 

backdrop of near stagnation in 2005 and limited or negative growth since 

2001. In 2006, the economic activity accelerated based on increased 

export of goods and services pushing real GDP growth to about 1.2%. 

Growth continued in 2007 with real GDP growth expected to be around 

1.8% and stay in the 2% range to 2011.

This small country of around 11 million citizens hosted its first NPL transaction in 

2003 with a 150 million portfolio of bad debts which were sold to a well-known 

global NPL investor. Since then, Portugal has disposed of NPLs each year, ranging 

in size and type from 30 million in SME loans to around 150 million in retail 

mortgage assets. In 2006, at least six portfolios totalling about 400 million traded, 

and in 2007, at least 14 transactions totalling about 500 million came to market.  

In 2007, all major retail banks were active in the NPL market: CGD, Millenium, 

Santander, BES, and Banif.

So far, Portugal’s motivation to drive NPLs out of the banking system is reportedly 

not because of out-of-control lending or a lack of viable customers. Instead, banks 

which have previously merged and consolidated are seeking to ease workloads within 

their resolution departments so that managers and staff can be redeployed.  

According to data compiled by the European Central Bank, banking sector assets 

totalled 416 billion as at 30 June 2007, with total loans of approximately 235 

billion at the same date.  According to the Banco de Portugal, non-performing loans 

aggregated 1.29% of total credit as of 30 June 2007, which is to approximately 3 

billion.  While this is a relatively low NPL ratio, we note that there is no true rental 

market for housing – forcing citizens to buy their homes, usually on credit equal to 

as much as 80% to 90% of the total property value. If the economy continues to lag 

behind the Eurozone, unemployment increases, and interest rate rises, Portugal could 

appreciably increase its exposure to mortgage-backed NPLs.

Portugal
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Regulatory System

In 2007, the Portuguese banking industry continued to expand 

not only its activities, which were primarily supported by 

the increase in the credit-customer ratio, they also continued 

to improve their regulatory framework. Banco de Portugal 

issued several new regulatory rules and circular letters to 

enhance the supervisory instruments while reducing the 

complexity of the risk and financial institutions. Banco de 

Portugal also pressured compliance with international and 

European regulatory frameworks. Since the Basel II act has 

been implemented, banks in Portugal must precisely examine 

the capital efficiency of holding various assets on the balance 

sheet for both SME and lower-rated loans. 

In 2006, Banco de Portugal participated in the Financial Sector 

Assessment Program (FSAP) by the International Monetary 

Fund (IMF). The IMF considers Portugal’s financial and 

regulatory frame work to be positive. According to the IMF, 

Portugal’s banking and insurance sector is able to withstand 

adverse financial shocks. The asset quality of the Portuguese 

banking sector compares well with European Member States 

where its solvency is of good value. Nevertheless, there 

have been several minor issues that need to be improved, 

according to the IMF, such as the implementation of a risk 

ranking system for the assessment of risk profile of credit 

institutions. The banking industry of Portugal is supervised 

by three supervisory authorities and complies with the Basel 

Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision and 

the International Organization of Securities Commissions 

(IOSCO) Objective of Security Regulation. The number of 

credit institutions and financial companies that are registered 

with Banco de Portugal is 345. There was a slight decrease in 

the number of banks due to merger and acquisition activities 

in the banking sector. Banco de Portugal’s supervision of the 

banking sector is performed on the basis of quarterly or half-

yearly information data provided by the individual banks. The 

main focus of these monitoring activities is to reduce credit 

risk, trading portfolio risk, and other banking risks.

Banking Environment

All 22 banks in Portugal, except for three foreign-owned ones 

(Banco do Brasil, Credit Franco-Portugais, and the Bank of 

London and South America), were nationalized in 1975. A 

1983 law, however, allowed private enterprise to return to the 

banking industry. Banco de Portugal (Central Bank) founded 

in 1846, functions as a bank of issue, while the European 

Central Bank controls monetary policy.

Portugal’s banking industry underwent a significant 

restructuring process during the late 1990s due to foreign 

investment and consolidation. A series of mergers in 1996 left 

Banco Comercial Português (BCP), Banco Pinto and Sotto 

Mayor, and Banco Português de Investimento as the three 

largest private banks. In 1999, further consolidation came 

when Spain’s Banco Santander Central Hispano (BSCH) 

joined forces with Champalimaud. Portugal’s government 

feared the increasing Spanish influence and sought to block the 

deal and the dispute appeared headed for the European Court. 

Ultimately, Portugal’s Finance Minister Joaquim Pina Moura 

forged a compromise in which BSCH acquired two banks in 

the Champalimaud group.
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As a result, the NPL ratio in Portugal has been decreasing over 

the last decade. The NPL ratio in Portugal reported by Banco 

de Portugal is low when compared with other euro economies. 

Any future rise in the NPL ratio would likely be attributable to 

the increasing weight of real estate-related loans.

The following table shows the development of the non-

performing loans to total loans in the Portuguese banking 

sector. A non-performing loan to total loan ratio of 1.3% in 

June 2007 suggests that banks have consistently implemented 

sophisticated risk analysis and credit rating systems and 

ensured sound levels of provision to offset the impact of the 

underperforming economy on credit quality. Market news 

has already reported that the non-performing loan ratio will 

decrease further at year-end 2007.

NPL Market

The Portuguese banking system has experienced a strong 

increase in credits granted in the past few years. This implies 

a heightened exposure to the non-financial private sector. The 

high level of household indebtedness may be a potential risk 

for Portuguese banks, given the still incipient improvement 

of the labor market and rising interest rates, which have been 

translating into an increase in the household debt burden. In 

turn, non-financial corporations have also recorded significant 

financing flows which have not been matched by substantial 

increases in corporate investment. 

However, rates of default in the loan portfolios of banks 

have remained at historically low levels, reflecting steady 

improvements in credit risk control and management systems 

as well as the introduction of new financial products and 

contractual forms enabling the extension and deferral of loan 

redemptions. 
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Within the last few years the NPL structure has changed 

significantly: 

The Portuguese transforming industries NPL ratio has 

strongly decreased over the last decade

The construction sector NPL ratio has been volatile but 

declining over the period

The other corporate services NPL ratio has remained rather 

stable

The NPL ratio (both corporate and residential) follows a 

trend similar to the European and Portuguese economic 

cycles

According to Banco de Portugal, the reduced Portuguese NPL 

ratio is driven by the continuing moderate level of interest rates 

as well as the growing willingness of banks to securitize loans.

The regional split of NPLs shows a clear concentration, with 

over 30% in the northern part of Portugal and in Lisbon and 

the bordering districts.

 

Source: Banco de Portugal
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The reserve price is always 30% below the value which is 

determined by the judge, solicitor, and creditor together. 

Auctions usually fail because a 20% deposit is due on the bid 

date and it is difficult to obtain financing at such short notice. 

The solicitor (who can also be the servicer) acts as a broker 

and has the authority to determine the selling price after a 

failed auction (if the responsible solicitor transfers brokerage 

powers to the servicer he is able to make decisions on the 

property’s marketing and sale process without undue influence 

from any formal court auction procedures such as additional 

bidding rounds or reduced reserve prices).

The general financial environment has been driving the 

positive rationale for NPLs, with strong lending activity in 

the last five years and total credit growing at 8% between 

2002 and 2006. Individuals account for 53% of this portfolio. 

Banks are under stronger pressure in the Basel II environment, 

leading to more drastic measures to clean up their balance 

sheets. 

Servicing activity is strongly dominated by one player 

(Domus) due to its long-lasting relations with international 

banks and investors. 

The more corporate NPLs are sold, the bigger the trend 

towards more complex transactions involving both traditional 

asset management investors and private equity houses.

 

The NPL foreclosure process is similar to other EU countries 

and is divided into 8 phases:

No proceedings

Summons of debtor

Seizure of collateral 

Summons of concurring creditors

Reserve price determination 

Judicial sale

Private auction 

Distribution of proceeds

The process can be initiated via the Internet and a court 

solicitor carries out all the necessary administrative steps. 
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Market Outlook

NPL transactions are expected to continue well into 2008 

at the pace of 100 to 250 million per quarter. A handful 

of international investors as well as local investors are 

participating in transactions and keeping a watchful eye on 

developments. Beyond 2008, transaction volume will be 

dependent on macro-factors such as economic growth and the 

health of the real estate market.

The outlook for the Portuguese economy for 2007 and 2008 

is characterized by the continuing gradual acceleration in 

economic activity. This is on the one hand based on the 

significant rebound in total productivity and, on the other 

hand, on the pick-up of business investments. In this context, 

consumption is projected to evolve smoothly vis-à-vis the 

dynamics of disposable income, while exports are expected to 

move in line with the slowdown in the external demand for the 

Portuguese economy. Developments in the financing needs of 

the Portuguese economy over the forecasting horizon mainly 

reflect the combination of a gradual improvement in the trade 

balance with a deterioration of the income account. 

In addition, there are other opportunities from the macro-

economic outlook, such as higher unemployment rate, high 

exposure of households to debt coupled with higher interest 

rates, restructuring in public administration with potential 

impact from cost reduction measures.

According to market reports, Portugal continues to be an 

interesting market for NPL transactions. New (e.g., specialized 

private equity houses) and established investors are gearing up 

for further investment transactions.
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Other Potential NPL 
Hotspots in Europe
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Spain

Spain, the eighth largest economy in the world, has experienced a 

remarkable 10 years of economic expansion. From 1997 to 2001, the 

economy moved ahead with an average 4.3% annual growth. Between 

2002 and 2006, Spain’s economic growth averaged 3.2%, the best in 

the eurozone. This growth has been driven by the construction sector, 

contributing about 1% per annum to overall real GDP growth, according to 

Global Insight. Housing demand, stimulated by historically low interest rates 

and more generous mortgage repayment terms, has pushed up house prices 

(which have more than doubled since 2000) and has fueled Spain’s building 

boom, contributing in turn to strong real estate lending activity (up about 

25% in 2006 compared to 2005). 

According to Bank of Spain statistics, lending to the real estate sector in 2006 was up 

67% on 2003 levels. But this property boom has come at a cost: Spanish households 

now are saddled with historically high borrowing and now have some of the highest 

debt levels in the eurozone. Yet demand for housing continues unabated, catapulting 

home prices to arguably unsustainable levels. Analysts are mixed on what will 

happen next. GDP growth is slowing, lending activity is moderating, and property 

prices are or will soon trend down. But no collapse is anticipated by the Bank of 

Spain either due to an overheated real estate market or international subprime woes. 

Recently, the Governor of the Bank of Spain noted that Spanish banks are well 

equipped to face market turbulence as they have comfortable solvency levels, and are 

all well provisioned to cover potential bad loans.
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In 2006, the banking sector reaped the rewards of its vigorous 

performance and activity, underpinned by the strong and 

steady growth of the Spanish economy. Economic growth in 

2008 and beyond is expected to moderate, however. According 

to the Bank of Spain, GDP growth is expected to tail off to 

3.8% in 2007 and 2.8% in 2008 due to slowing domestic 

demand and a higher interest rate forecast. This will impact 

bank earnings, and is feeding speculation that the Spanish 

banking sector will suffer from not only the slowing economy, 

but more specifically, the slowing construction sector, a 

tightening credit market, and declining home prices. For 2007 

at least, bank results are still sound. But simmering in the 

background of solid results is uneasiness about the potential 

for increasing bad loans. Indeed, some analysts believe a 

housing collapse is inevitable, and even the Bank of Spain 

has been suggesting that the housing market is overvalued 

by 35%. Perhaps most vulnerable are the developers who 

borrowed heavily to finance land purchases and speculative 

homebuilding. Combine high home prices, historically high 

levels of household debt, and the overleveraged developer 

sector and some would argue that it is only a matter of time 

before huge quantities of bad debts emerge. 

Luckily, the level of bad debts in the Spanish banking sector is 

not a mystery as it is in certain other markets around the world. 

The central bank publishes annual statistics which show, for 

year-end 2006, doubtful assets of 11.4 billion, or a rather 

small 0.46% of total banking assets. Of this amount, only  

1.4 billion, or about 12%, relates to past due mortgage loans 

on completed housing. Yet loans secured by mortgages total 

about 885 billion or about 55% of total loans at year end 

2006, suggesting that the outlook for housing was still quite 

optimistic. However, allowances and provisions at about  

Spain’s banking system is the world’s seventh largest, with 

total banking assets of 2.7 trillion at 30 June 2007. In 

March 2007, Spain had a total of 355 credit institutions, 

comprised of commercial banks, savings banks, cooperatives, 

and specialized credit institutions. The sector is highly 

concentrated though, with BSCH and BBVA accounting for 

about 43% of the sector’s total assets. 

 

Source: Caixa Galicia
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2.7 times doubtful assets, or a total of 31.2 billion (a healthy 

22% higher than year-end 2005), seem to indicate that banks 

were adequately reserved at year-end 2006.  

With 2007 bringing across-the-board economic softening, 

some expect an increase in bad debt exposure. Indeed, 

investors clearly are thinking that way. With the lull in the 

German NPL market and the favorable investing environment 

in Spain, distressed debt buyers are looking to Spain as 

a potential emerging market. Not to disappoint, a large 

Spanish financial institution was successful in selling a 1.0 

billion portfolio of unsecured consumer loans during 2007. 

Reportedly, there have been a variety of smaller transactions 

that have taken place in the market during 2007 with the 

potential for three loan portfolios totaling about 330 million 

to be sold by year-end. While secured loan deal sizes tend to 

be small (in the 10 to 50 million range), the market appears 

to be gathering strength heading into 2008.

Still, expectations for Spain’s NPL market are mixed, leaving 

us with one key question as we march into 2008: Can Spain’s 

previously robust economy, strong housing market, and well-

reserved financial institutions forestall a bad debt crisis, or 

are the expectations of international investors, who have spent 

much time and energy visiting banks and researching Spain’s 

lending market, a prediction of what is to come? Only time 

will tell.
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Austria

Although Austria is a relatively small economy compared to other European 

countries, it is wealthy and high-performing. According to the IMF real GDP 

is expected to increase by €7 billion from December 2006 to December 

2007, taking it to €241 billion, which is equivalent to 4.3% growth.  The 

compound annual growth rate amounts to 2.74% for the period December 

2003 until December 2007. However, Global Insight forecasts a slowdown 

for 2008 with real GDP at 2.5%.

According to the Austrian Central Bank OeNB, 871 banks had their headquarters in 

Austria (4,279 branches) at year-end 2006, comprising Raiffeisen credit cooperatives, 

special purpose banks, Volksbank credit cooperatives, savings banks, private banks, 

member state credit institutions, mortgage banks, and building and loan associations. 

Banks are regulated by the OeNB and the Financial Market Authority (FMA). 

CAGR 2.74%
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In the first half of 2007, total banking assets increased by 

7.7% to 859.36 billion. Assuming a steady growth rate 

throughout 2007, this figure will increase to 900 billion at 

year-end. This increase is primarily driven by a strong rise in 

loans to foreign institutions (i.e., foreign subsidiaries) despite 

declining demand for domestic loans. Austrian banks have 

benefited from the growth of neighboring countries of Central 

and South-East Europe with which they, historically, have 

very close business ties and where many banks have foreign 

subsidiaries. The market share of the 10 largest banks in 

Austria in 2006 was above 55%. The table below shows that 

the 10 largest banks also account for more then 50% of total 

banking assets.

In 2006, the banking sector earned strongly positive results and 

even better results are expected for 2007, primarily on the back of 

increases in commission income and income from securities and 

participations.

The favorable economic development in Austria was also reflected 

in the increased lending activity during the second quarter of 

2007. According to OeNB, both SMEs and households fueled 

demand for loans. Borrowing by bigger companies did not show 

an increase after two quarters of rising demand. At the same time, 

banks lowered financing margins for households and SMEs. It 

is the first time in a year that banks have slightly eased credit 

standards in corporate banking.

 

Real estate prices in Austria increased by 9% from 2000 to 2006 

therefore showing a slower increase than real estate prices in 

Vienna which increased by 13.2% from 2000 to 2006.

Bank Total Assets  
 (€Billions)

Bank Austria Creditanstalt AG 128,5

Erste Bank der österreichischen Sparkassen AG 83,7

Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich Aktiengesellschaft 68,2

BAWAG P.S.K. Bank für Arbeit und Österreichische  
Postsparkasse Aktiengesellschaft 47,0

Oesterreichische Kontrollbank Aktiengesellschaft 27,5

Österreichische Volksbanken-Aktiengesellschaft 22,7

Hypo Alpe-Adria-Bank International AG 20,0

Kommunalkredit Austria AG 20,3

Raiffeisenlandesbank Oberösterreich Aktiengesellschaft 17,3

Raiffeisenlandesbank Niederösterreich-Wien AG 15,6
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The Viennese residential property market has been buoyed by 

the upward trend in high-end apartments. Demand for renovated 

freehold flats in older properties and top-floor apartments in 

good, central locations was high, pushing up rental and sale 

prices. The quieter residential areas around the center of Vienna 

are particularly popular, as are selected locations in the cottage 

districts, where, in addition to location, the amenities offered by 

properties are becoming increasingly important. The main reasons 

for rise in demand included the ongoing increase in the number of 

single households, increased resident mobility, and the process of 

gravitation toward the city center.  However, prices for apartments 

with poor facilities or in areas with inadequate infrastructure 

stagnated. 

For commercial properties, prime locations are expected to remain 

expensive. At the other end of the market, an increasing number 

of once-popular locations in traditional shopping streets have been 

losing value considerably.

Despite the subprime crisis in the US and its spillover affecting 

some banks in Germany, no major negative impact on Austrian 

banks has been reported so far. According to OeNB, non-

performing loans as a percentage of tier 1 capital amount to  

42.1% as of 31 December 2006. Based on a Tier-1 capital of  

41.8 billion, this would result in a volume of non-performing 

loans of approximately 18 billion as of 31 December 2006.  

At this stage, it is difficult to predict whether, and to what extent, 

these non-performing loans will be sold. However, as the German 

NPL market has temporarily slowed down, international investors 

are looking elsewhere for NPL portfolios, and some are showing 

an interest in the Austrian market. 

Bank Austria Creditanstalt AG, the largest bank in Austria, 

recently announced that it sold 850 million face value in a 

true-sale transaction. The portfolio mainly consists of small loans 

with an average nominal value of 10,000 and was sold during 

the fourth quarter of 2007 to investors from France, Sweden, and 

Germany. 

A U S T R I A
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It is expected that other banks will follow suit and sell some 

of their non-performing loans in the future, although no 

announcements have been made to date.

The rationale behind these transactions is very similar to that 

in other European countries, namely the unfavorable treatment 

of those loans under the new regulatory capital rules of Basel II 

and balance sheet clean-up initiatives. Furthermore, many banks 

recognize that handling and working out non-performing loans is 

not their core business strength. While some banks are not willing 

to accept that investors may be able to do a better job of resolving 

such loans, they do understand that selling has many advantages 

over keeping NPLs on their balance sheet. 

Like Germany, banking secrecy in Austria is enshrined in law, and 

a breach of secrecy could result in prosecution. Data protection 

is even stricter than in Germany, but, on the whole, the legal 

framework in Austria does not prohibit non-performing loan 

transactions, even though there are obstacles to be overcome. One 

Investor concern could be the depth of the market. Yet Austria‘s 

proximity to the large German and Italian markets is a positive 

factor that could mitigate that unknown.
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Greece

Since Greece joined the Economic and Monetary Union in 2002, its 

economic growth has been rapid, driven by domestic demand, low interest 

rates, a strong housing market, and continued improvements in the job 

market. Investment spending and credit expansion have also fueled growth. 

According to the Bank of Greece, Greece’s economy grew at a healthy 

4.3% in 2006 and was expected to expand by about 3.9% in 2007. Looking 

forward, economic growth is expected to remain robust, resulting in one 

of the fastest expanding economies in the Eurozone. However, there are 

economic challenges: Inflation has been stubborn, outpacing the average 

rate in the euro area, which has negatively impacted Greece’s price 

competitiveness. Public debt and unemployment remain relatively high. 

Nevertheless, Greece has enjoyed 14 years of continuous economic growth 

and the current fundamentals are expected to generate uninterrupted 

growth until at least 2011.

Greece has the 11th largest banking system (ahead of Slovenia and Finland, and 

before Portugal) of the 13 EU member states, with total banking assets of 353 

billion as of 30 June 2007. According to statistics published by the European Central 

Bank, loans to households comprise approximately 25% of total assets and 42% of 

total loans as of that date. While growth in Greek total banking assets since 2002 has 

generally been consistent with the other EU member states, annualized growth in 

Greek bank lending for housing loans and total household lending has been stronger 

than all other member states, except for Ireland in 2004 and Slovenia mid 2007.
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Consumer spending has been a key growth driver for the 

Greek economy. This has, in turn, fueled consumer lending, 

with annualized growth in household lending hitting a recent 

high of 31.6% in the first quarter of 2006. This creates both 

advantages and disadvantages: Driven in part by the consumer 

sector, Greece has enjoyed one of the highest GDP growth 

rates since 2003 of the EU-13, yet credit expansion in the 

Greek banking system, especially in retail banking, remains 

a major contributor to the rising level of credit risk in the 

banking system. The resulting surge in consumer debt, partly 

on the back of robustly increasing home prices, has added 

some vulnerability. Accordingly, this increase in household 

indebtedness (expressed as a percentage of GDP, 44% in 

2006 compared with 38% in 2005) needs to be monitored 

for potential problems that could emerge in the longer term. 

Indeed, in 2006, Greek commercial bank credit risk-weighted 

assets reported stronger growth (18.6%) than total assets 

(15.1%).

The Greek banking system is dominated by commercial 

banks, whose market share stood at approximately 86% at 

the end of 2006. Foreign banks capture about 10% of the 

market, with specialized credit institutions making up the 
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difference. According to the IMF, the Greek banking system is 

rated satisfactory in terms of profitability, solvency, stability, 

and liquidity. Recent stress tests performed by the Bank of 

Greece showed that capital adequacy ratios would still exceed 

regulatory thresholds even if financial stress were to be above 

normal.

However, NPLs are considered a risk factor in the banking 

system due to the aforementioned rapid rise in credit, 

especially to households. Statistics from the Bank of Greece 

put the NPL ratio to total loans at 5.4% at year-end 2006. The 

biggest contributor is the consumer loan sector with an NPL 

ratio of about 6.9%, while household loans are at 3.4% and 

corporate loans at 6.0 %. Translated into euros, the total NPL 

figure is approximately 9 billion at 31 December 2006.

To date there has been little NPL activity in Greece. 

International investors have been looking for NPL transactions 

in Greece for the past few years, but so far, expectations have 

not been met. Things may be changing, however. Industry 

sources say that that at least two of Greece’s large banks are 

discussing the possible sale of portfolios of NPLs. This would 

of course be welcome news for the investment community, 

which has plenty of capital to spend. And it would be good 

news for the banking industry if a leader were to emerge to 

take advantage of investor interest. History has shown that a 

first successful transaction can take some time in an emerging 

NPL market, but once that first deal is done, the market can 

open up quickly as other sellers jump in to benefit from the 

opportunity to shore up their balance sheets.
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Czech Republic

The Czech Republic has undergone substantial change since the Velvet 

Revolution in 1989 and, with real GDP in 2006 of CZK 2,805 billion (€98 

billion), has since become one of the most developed and industrialized 

economies in Eastern Europe. The Czech Republic’s economic growth 

in 2005 was mainly driven by exports to the European Union. Over the 

course of 2006, economic expansion remained very strong, bringing the 

annual GDP growth rate to 6.4% in 2006, exactly on a par with 2005. 

However, the drivers of growth have changed significantly. Unlike 2005, 

growth was mainly the result of an increase in private consumption and 

gross fixed capital formation. It is expected that given the low domestic 

borrowing costs, private consumption is likely to remain the most important 

component of economic growth. For 2007, annual real GDP is expected to 

increase to CZK 2,964 billion (€112 billion) bringing the annual growth rate 

to 5.7%. 

Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for the period 2003 to 2007e stands at 

5.77%.
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Banking Environment and NPLs

The Czech National Bank (CNB) is responsible for overseeing 

the banking sector of the Czech Republic and lays down rules 

to safeguard its stability. Additionally, the CNB issues licenses 

to banks and branches of foreign banks. 

The CNB also manages information on the credit 

commitments of sole proprietors and legal entities in the 

Central Credit Register (CCR). The CCR is an information 

system that pools data on lending to businesses and facilitates 

the efficient exchange of this information between CCR 

participants. CCR participants are all the banks and branches 

of foreign banks carrying on business in the Czech Republic, 

as well as other persons as provided for by a special law. CCR 

participants are required to update the CCR database on a 

monthly basis. Each participant has access to the data in the 

system, as does the CCR operator, the CNB.

The Czech banking sector was stable and did not experience 

any fundamental changes in 2006. The CNB registered 37 

banks as of 31 December 2006, (36 as of 31 December 

2005) of which 9 are considered to be Czech-controlled and 

28 foreign-controlled (comprising 15 banks and 13 bank 

branches). A summary of the banking sector is provided in the 

following table:

The low but steady growth in total assets of recent years has 

remained evident in 2006. According to the CNB, total assets 

of the Czech banking sector amounted to CZK 3,151 billion 

( 109.8 billion) at the end of 2006 and therefore grew by CZK 

196 billion ( 6.8 billion) compared to end of 2005 (growth of 

6.7%). The increase in total assets largely reflected continued 

growth in lending.

In CZK b  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Total banks  37 35 35 36 37

Total assets  2,481 2,528 2,636 2,954 3,151

Liabilities to clients  1,609 1,666 1,732 1,920 2,102

Net profit  30 30 33 39 38

Administrative expenses  47 48 49 52 56

Capital adequacy %  14 15 13 12 11

Non-Performing Loan %  8.1 4.9 4.1 4.3 4.1

Source: CNB Annual Report 2006          

Overview of the Czech Banking Sector
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The four large banks shown above have a share of 60% of total 

banking assets as of December 2006.

According to the CNB, CZK 2,214 billion or 70% ( 77 billion) 

of the total banking assets of CZK 3,151 billion ( 109.8 billion) 

as of 31 December 2006 consist of gross loans and advances, 

of which CZK 1,457 billion ( 50.8 billion) is to customers. 

Customer loans and advances therefore increased by CZK 500 

billion ( 17.4 billion) between 31 December 2003 and year-end 

2006.

Alongside the growth in the loan portfolio, the volume of non-

performing loans (i.e., loans classified by banks as substandard, 

doubtful, or loss) rose by CZK 7.1 billion ( 0.25 billion) to CZK 

54.2 billion ( 1.9 billion) in 2006, according to CNB figures. 

However, their share of the total loan volume remains low at 4.1%.

 2004 2005 2006 

Large Banks 60% 61% 60%

Medium Banks 16% 15% 16%

Small Banks 2% 2% 2%

Foreign Banks 10% 10% 9%

Building Societies 12% 12% 13%

Total 100% 100% 100%

Source: Banking Supervision Report 2006 p.88 C: Annex

Banks share in total assets

The following tables list large and medium-sized banks as 

classified by the CNB.

Large Banks

1. Ceska sporitelna, as

2. Ceskoslovenska obchodni banka, as

3. HVB Bank Czech Republic, as

4. Komercni banka, as

Medium-Sized

1. BAWAG Bank CZ

2. Citibank, as

3. Ceska exportni banka

4. Hypotecni banka

5. Ceskomoravska zarucni a rozvojova banka

6. GE Money Bank

7. Raiffeisenbank

8. Volksbank

9. Zivnostenska banka

Source: Banking Supervision Report 2006

Banks clustered by size
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NPL Transactions 

History

To resolve certain issues relating to the pre-1989 centrally planned 

economy, Consolidation Bank – Konsolidační banka (KoB) – was 

established in 1990. Its main focus was to manage bad loans 

dating from the communist era and tidy up the banking sector. All 

of its liabilities are guaranteed by the state.

In 2000, the KoB contributed to the pre-privatization clean-up of 

Czech bank portfolios, allowing these banks to dispose of their 

non-performing assets. 

Czech Consolidation Agency 

Ceska konsolidacni agentura (ČKA), a legal successor of KoB, 

was established in 2001 to complete all activities and transactions 

inherited from KoB.  ČKA has released a number of blocks of 

transaction portfolios at a total value of CZK 250 billion ( 8.7 

billion), on target for its scheduled dissolution at the end of 2007.

 

Typical buyers of non-performing loan portfolios were proprietary 

arms of investment banks, opportunity funds, or private equity 

firms. Major players in the Czech market include JP Morgan, 

Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, Citigroup, GE Capital, PPF, 

and AB-Credit, among other foreign and local investors. These 

financial institutions are assisted in the bidding process by legal, 

accounting, and real estate consultants.

In November 2007  ČKA completed the last business transaction 

in its history, the sale of the SPV ASSET PARK, and turned its 

attentions to the transfer of its remaining assets to the Finance 

Ministry. The  ČKA endowed this SPV with claims worth a total 

of CZK 12.5 billion ( 0.44 billion), and a 100% stake in the 

company was transferred to the new owner AB-CREDIT, the 

winner of a public tender, which submitted the highest bid of 

CZK 585.55 million ( 20.4 million). ASSET PARK’s portfolio 

comprises some 550 claims on around 150 debtors. Most of the 

claims have become or will become a subject to court proceedings.

This transaction slashed the volume of remaining assets to be 

transferred to the Finance Ministry after 31 December. In terms of 

book net worth, the volume of assets involved in the transaction 

was around CZK 7 billion ( 244 million).

The total nominal value of assets acquired by  ČKA/KOB reached 

CZK 580 billion ( 20 billion) including the loans and securities 

provided or acquired by KOB.

Outlook

The  ČKA has already finished its work. Nevertheless, more than 

4% of all loans in the Czech Republic are still deemed to be non-

performing. Banks will probably sell blocks of NPL portfolios in 

future (following the example set in Germany, for instance), which 

will provide investors with new opportunities in the NPL market.
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Outlook 
The European non-performing loan (NPL) market has transitioned from a 

single primary market in Germany to a host of smaller but active markets.  

Investors have adapted by spreading out, focusing on smaller portfolios, 

and working harder to deploy capital.  Yet it is too early to proclaim that 

the slowdown in the German NPL market is a signal that its NPL problems 

are a thing of the past. If analysts’ estimates of the size of the German 

NPL market are correct, there is much work yet to be done before German 

financial institutions can declare victory. But Germany is not alone. Each 

of the markets covered in this report has NPL exposure that must be dealt 

with in an expeditious and transparent fashion. If we have learned anything 

over the past 20 years of following global NPL markets, it is that once a loan 

becomes an NPL, it will stay an NPL, and anything short of aggressive and 

transparent resolution action often fails to solve the problem. 

It remains to be seen how the global credit crunch created in part by the US subprime  

crisis might influence European NPL markets. At the moment, NPLs that result 

from subprime  lending practices have been limited to the US, and to a lesser extent, 

the UK, residential markets. As we note in our introduction, the by-product of the 

subprime  crisis most likely to influence European NPL markets would be a general 

economic slowdown and falling real estate values as a consequence of the global 

credit crunch. 

Consider the following as we look forward to 2008 and beyond.

Investors

Around the globe, investors are finding more choices in acquiring NPL portfolios 

based on geographic region, barriers to entry (high or low), yield requirements, 

risk tolerance, portfolio characteristics (e.g., large or small portfolios), type of loan 

collateral (corporate, real estate, or other) as well as other criteria. This is true in the 

broad European market as well. In acquiring NPL portfolios, investors will continue 

to employ various resolution strategies, including discounted payoffs and negotiated 

settlements; loan workouts, restructurings and rehabilitations; judicial procedures 

including foreclosures and liquidation; and securitization. They will need to pay 

particular attention to the servicing of their portfolios because, as we noted in this 

report, proper servicing can make a difference in whether investors meet their yield 

requirements, particularly in Europe where cross-border investing is routine. Yet 

gaining critical mass in smaller countries is an issue, so servicing platforms must 

span geographic regions. Today, the investment market has evolved into a broader, 

deeper, and more sophisticated market, with investors acquiring not only NPL 

portfolios but, increasingly, portfolios of sub-performing and performing loans and, 

as NPL markets mature, diversifying into direct investments in banks, corporations, 

real estate, and other assets. 
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Improving Risk Management

While great progress has been made, the question of whether 

a country’s NPL crisis is over depends on the government, 

regulators, and banks remaining diligent in preventing and 

managing NPL problems – they cannot fall into complacency. 

Much of the advancement in NPL markets over the past five 

to seven years – the establishment of global standards and 

best practices, the acceleration of portfolio sales, and so on 

– occurred in relatively good times, with the global economy 

and national economies generally growing, interest rates 

relatively low, and inflation under control.  The global credit 

crunch will test how well smaller, less financially developed 

countries and banks have done in reforming banking systems, 

implementing more stringent capital standards, and improving 

risk management of loan portfolios. Those that are not 

prepared could face a new wave of NPL problems. But more 

developed countries are not immune. The current subprime  

loan problems in the US are a reminder that history can repeat 

itself; it was almost 20 years ago that the US Resolution Trust 

Corporation (RTC) was established to close down financial 

institutions and sell off assets including significant NPLs. 

Analyst expect that the subprime lending chaos could equal or 

surpass the problems faced by the RTC. 

Successful Resolutions 

From country to country and even from bank to bank, 

strategies for resolving NPLs differ, sometimes widely. But 

there are practices and strategies for successful resolutions that 

have been tested and proven in global markets. These include: 

Leadership. Successful NPL resolution begins with 

leadership. Government political leaders and regulators 

must have the political will to reform national economies 

and banking systems in order to build stronger financial 

institutions, minimize banks’ NPL exposure, and enable 

them to compete in global markets. Certain countries also 

need to develop the legal framework to facilitate NPL 

dispositions, such as clearly defining the rights of creditors 

(including investors who have purchased NPLs) and 

borrowers. Bank leaders must take the initiative in 

implementing reforms within their institutions, adapting 

global standards and best practices in portfolio 

management, and creating systems to quickly identify and 

address NPL issues.  

Transparency in NPL portfolio transactions. In order to 

sell NPL portfolios, banks must provide detailed 

information in four areas: the loan, the borrower, the 

collateral, and the guarantees. This information must be 

current, accurate, and complete, with out-of-date and 

misleading information eliminated. 

The key elements of a transparent system are:  

Quality of information. The biggest influence on investor 

pricing is the quality of information. Poor quality or limited 

information increases the uncertainty factor; the greater the 

uncertainty, the lower the price that investors will pay. 

Banks must ensure that electronic and original file 

information is relevant, properly organized, useful, and 

readily accessible so that investors can get the information 

they need quickly and efficiently.  

Consistency of sales process. Investors have come to 

expect sales processes that are reasonably consistent from 

transaction to transaction. Banks therefore need to organize 

a well thought-out sales process based on standard 

protocols, including built-in deadlines and key dates for 

completing the transaction. This signals that the seller has 

committed the time, effort, and internal resources to 

develop information and a transaction process consistent 

with best practices. Consequently, investors are more 

confident that the transaction really will happen, which may 

help sellers to attract more investors and obtain higher 

prices for their portfolios.  

LSPA agreement. The loan sale and purchase agreement 

(LSPA) is the key legal document defining the obligations 

and limitations of the seller, while providing certain limited 

representations and warranties (also referred to as 

guarantees) to the buyer. Generally the seller‘s 

representations and warranties generate the most attention. 

These are representations that the seller makes to an 

investor about such things as the amount of the outstanding 
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principal balance of each loan being sold, the accuracy of 

loan information provided to sellers, completeness of the 

files and enforceability of the documents contained in the 

files, and the existence of any cross-collateralization of 

security interests with loans not being sold by the bank. If 

this information turns out to be incorrect, the investor has 

recourse against the bank. Consequently, a bank will have 

to conduct its own due diligence to know whether to make a 

representation, determine how to characterize the 

representation, and evaluate the risk in making the 

representation. 

Market-driven transactions. The competitive auction sales 

process is widely viewed as providing the best and most 

efficient transaction structure for maximizing proceeds. A 

properly structured auction provides important advantages 

to both seller and buyer: transparency, efficiency, 

heightened certainty of completion, organized information, 

dependable timeline, and perhaps most importantly, market-

clearing pricing. However, auctions are not always the best 

options, particularly with smaller transaction sizes and 

transactions in markets with limited competition. The key is 

to devise a sales process that considers the important 

factors impacting the market and provides the best 

opportunity for the seller to achieve market pricing.   

Attract global investment. Global investors have the 

capital, the knowledge, and the experience to efficiently 

identify investment opportunities, conduct due diligence, 

negotiate terms and execute NPL transactions. As NPL 

markets mature, local investors with the requisite capital 

often enter the market to bid for portfolios. 

Consider use of advisors. Banks may wish to consider the 

use of advisors with global and capital markets expertise to 

assist them in analyzing portfolios, evaluating NPL 

problems, planning and implementing dispositions, and 

finding and qualifying buyers. Advisors can help banks to 

expedite the disposition process and close transactions more 

quickly. 

In our study of NPL markets over the past 20 years, one 

certainty is that markets have cycles. Globally, governments 

and banks have had to struggle with some US$4 trillion in 

bad loans, which resulted partly from cyclical downturns 

in national economies or property markets, a high rate 

of corporate bankruptcies or business failures, and other 

events that they could not directly control. We have learned 

lessons from countries like Korea where resolving NPLs 

was a high priority which put that country back on track in 

reasonably short order and countries like Japan that failed to 

move aggressively on its NPLs, contributing to a prolonged 

economic slump.  European banks have the benefit of learning 

from the successful resolution practices of others globally. 

The NPL market is a global market with investors providing 

viable resolution options for banks with NPLs and an interest 

in quickly resolving them.  But investors will quickly turn 

elsewhere if banks aren’t serious with their intent or don’t 

follow internationally accepted best practices when marketing 

their NPL portfolios.

Critical Success Factors for NPL Markets

Fast Action

Urgency

Political Will

Regulatory Leadership

Multiple Resolution Strategies

Do not Delay, it’s Costly

Foreign Capital

Transparency

Transaction Certainty

Acceptance of Market-Clearing Prices

What Doesn’t Work

Indecisiveness

Underestimating NPL Problem

Political Interference 

Mistrust of Foreign Capital

Belief Markets will Recover

O U T L O O K
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